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PADUCAH DAILY RE ISTER

D TWICE
Y BEER,

Standard, Est. April, 1884.
' Register,' Est. May, 1896.

PADUCAH, KY.,' FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 4. 1905.

B. Gilbert, the bookkeeper, Rose re- Isecond and then his hand fell limp at 1/„4,
•
marked that he noticed from. The Reg his side. lie lay there in his insensi- 111111..turnational
ister that Gilbert was now a member 'Lk state while many flocked and
of The firm. Rose then excitedly de- gazed at his blood-bespattered coun; manded of Gilbert that Inc tatter pay tenance. Finally with' a gasp he
'him $15 Rose claimed the other owed breathed his last without further
'him,
and Gilbert replied/ that he struggle.
0
!would pay same. Mr. Gilbert states
CUIEF JAMES WOODS LEAVES BOARD OF HEALTH WILL DO
That Rose raged around the room,
ONE WEEK FROM
EVERYTHING TO PRONothing Found.
pounded the desk with his band and
SUNDAY.
TECT CITY.
A few moments af r the -injured
stated he was going to sae everybody
'
man
breathed
his
bst
Coroner
James Goes to
I
!cotan
keectteod withor thcompanye
Duluth, Minn., to Attend
and Crow, who
he Dangerous Question of Southern
arrived,
him
-earched
had
4na
Mammoth Gathering—New
them. Finally Rose in the
Negroes Visiting Here Eighth of
presence of County Attorney
asked where Loving was and was inTruck Works Finely.
August Taken Up.
Eugene Graves and took from the
formed that Loving was in the private
corpse the different papers and docto
Chief James Woods of the fire deoffice 'talking busineSs to Mk. Vernon
Scene steps may -1*. taken by the
ments found on same. The coroner
partment is preparing to leave one municipal authorities regarding preBlow; of Louisville. Rose stated he
states ahat no revolver was found on
week from next Sunday for Duluth, venting the thousands of colored exdid not care if he was talking private
his person.
Minn., to attend the international cursionists from coming into this city
business, and at this walked to the
The remains were then taken to
convention of fire ohiefs from over August 8th to participate in the celedividing door that was closed, rapped the
Pool & Nance undertaking estabhard several time. and without furi the world. The chief will be gone bration always held upon that day by
lishment on South Third street and
ther ado opened same and walked inabout oneweek or ten days, the gath- the colored population. The officials
although 'hundreds of morbidly cuering opening on the 16th and con- ftar there may be danger of spreadside where the two were engaged. rios
people flocked there to see the
tinuing through until the isith, and ing into this city the yellow fever that
Rose began talking to Loving excitedbody, they were refused admittance
ly, and the latter arose and informed
will be participated in by hundreds is now terrorizing the entire South
under instructions from the authorifrom the United States, Canada and and scaring thousands of refugees toRose he did not want to talk with ties. In
the afternoon the body was
foreign hands.
him at all. At this Loving walked
ward Northern cities.
stripped of its clothing and the unout while Rose remained in the priChief Nil osds is president of the
Yesterday afternoon Mayor Yeiser dertakers starteto embalm it, but
vate office talkie.; to. Mr. Vernon
Jcentucky
own's association, the called a meeting of the board of
this was found
tedious task, op -So
Blow about his business troubles and
a;sentucky S; •iresident for the na- health 'himself for the especial purcount of the bullet wounds
disagreements with Loving. The tattional assoct% sn and one of the pose of considering this question. All
peciahly the hole in his side,
t
ter wen* out of the public office door,
best known chiels of the entire coun- the members were present at the resthe fluid run out. Finally they stoptry. He is very, active among the or- idence of President J. W .Pendley on
passed from -the Fraternity building
ped up the wounds, both in head and
and presumably went to his home on
ganizations, and finds that attendance Broadway near 'Ninth street. The
body with plaster paris, and then
Monroe street between Fifth and
at the gatherings is very beneficial, as gathering was held there on account
succeeded in getting the remains in
Sixth where he got his revolver. In
much is -0 hered from the expe- of the illness of the physician prefirst-class condition. The corpse is
about eighteen minutes Loving reriences
the other' chiefs for better- venting him from leaving home for
now lying upon the bier in the morturned, entered the door leading from
ment of the, depar` -- ^"f Ser' -e.
the past day or two. After discussing
the hall into their public 9ffice, and gue of the establishment, but will be
The Kentucky
OC.a- the question at some length the board
taken today to the home of Coroner
stepping across to the door dividing
tion • -s °franker: tiny a le.'
•onths adjourned to meet again tomorrow
James Crow, where at 3 o'clock this
the public and private office, started
ago -• Louisville sod Chief Woods afternoon, when some definite action
afternoon the funeral services will be
into the latter place where Rose and
r-president. With him was left v.ill be taken.
conducted by Rev. J. S. Cheek, of the
Blow were still seated. Mr. Blow then ss
matter
of nansinv 'I-- date for the
Mayor Yeiser and the others realFirst Baptist church. Interment fo' ..
- t meeting. but he ol" sot do this
anticipated trouble and arising, beize that thousands of people are rushlows at Oak Grove cemetery. The
seeohed the two others not to do any- ,
soil the aathering of tt
National ing northward to keep out of the way
Crow home is on Jackson between .
thing, and at this passed out of the
r'remsn's asociation at vansas City, of the epidemic
Third and Fourth streets.
of that dangerous didoor. He had hardly gotten outside
,'Iln.. last of this' month.
ease, and fear that some of the fleeing
until the firing commenced. At the
darkies would come here on the exMr. Gilbert's Statement.
report Mr. Gilbert, who was still in
cursions
always run into this city
Works
Fine.
Treasurer J. B. Gilbert, the bookoutlier office, rushed towards the door
'lief Woods stated yesten'ay that from all points down the railroad
keeper
for
the
company,
stated
as
nisiding the two room. and Rose had
•-sys truck for the Tenth and touching this point. In this manner
fallen with his head lying right at the foblows regarding the affair:
Jones street department house was there is danger of exposed people
was
in
the
public
office
at
work,
dividing door. He fell face downward
working finely, as shown by the three coming here and causing Trouble by
oith his arms raised so they partially shortly before to o'clock, when Mr. times it has been out to
fires since sickness. It is more' than probable
Rose
He
was
came
in
an
in.
angry
covered his head. He was groaning
airriTitig
fwo
ago.
The old that the railroads will be asked not
weeks
and writhing in pais. Loving stepped mood and began making threats and trisck has been stored away
and is for to bring the darkies here, and it is
over the body lying in the door and threatened to fix us all, making the sale,
but as yet no deal has been believed they Oil acquiesce in the deagainst Mr. Loving and
came nut with the smoking revolver threats
made for its disposal.
sires of the municipal authorities, as
in his hand. He passed through the against me. The door between the
General Agent Jolm T. Donovan, of
two
offices was closed. I told him
ublic office' into the building corrithe I. C., has stated that road would
Spark Iginted Roof.
dor which rapidly filled with people Mk. Loving was busy. After walkYesterday at 1 o'clock the fire de- do anything to protect the city. Of
attracted by the shooting. Mr. A. B. ing up and down awhile, appearing alpartment was called to the house on course if the city officers do not want
most
frantic
rapped
with
on
rage,
he
Smith, of the lumber company, that
the strangers brought here, and the
occupies the second office beyond, the door between the offices. Not Adams between Seventh and Eighth
voad persisted, all the city would
rushed out and meeting Mr. Loving .tilting for a reply he opened the streets, occupied 'by the negro Merlin the hallway took his revolver away floor and stepped in. He opened the weather. A spark had dropped out of have to do would be to establish a
rigid quarantine and this would prefrom him and handed it to Mr. Gilbert door with his left hand on his hip the chimney onto the roof and igvent anybody coming in unless they
nited
same,
but
the
laddies
put
it
out
and
from
and
what
hear,
I'could see
Loving as he came out remarked to
could produce a health certificate prov
different inquirers, "I hadabto do it Mk. Loving said 'I don't want to talk before much headway was gained
ing conclusively they had not been
to protect myself; I just had to do to you,' and left the room, going out
exposed' to tile disease. This would
DEAD MAN WAS FOUND UNARMED, SAYS CORONER CROW—
it." To one gentleman who ques- into the hall. Mr. Rose and Mr. Blow
have the effect of stopping all trains
remained
in
the
room
talking.
In a
tinned Loving he remarked: "I had
CORONER'S INVESTIGATION OCCURS THIS FORENOON IN
a• the city limits and turning the exsin do it; I killed Rose and had to do few minutes Mb'. Loving returned. He
cursionists back homeward.
OFFICES WHERE SHOOTING
OCCURRED—FUNERAL OF. 'it as he has been hounding me for had been in the roam but a moment
As another precautionary , movewhen the shooting began. I don't GIVEN TO GERMAN PAPERS BY
:several days and threatening me."
DEAD MAN THIS AFTERNO ON—PERSONNEL OF THE MEN
ment
the mayor yesterday saw the
know
how
many
shots
were
fired,
as
VIEWS HELD IN
• Gave Himself Up.
members of the board of public
Loving
excited.
was
greatly
Mr.
ENGLAND.
Mr.
Loving
walked
up
and
down
AND FACTS OF THE SHOOTING OBTAIN'ABLE.
works and got them to start work imthe public hall a few moments and came into my room and said, 'I had
•
As to the Proposed Naval Maneuvers mediately of thoroughly cleaning up
then went into the Standard Tie com- to do it.'"
the streets and gutters of the city so
in the Baltic Sea and
pany's office which adjoins the lumas to remove as far as possible all
Mr. Blow's Statement.
Ports.
The entire city was startled yester- boarder at his home, where the dead ber office There he tried to telefrom this source. Work at
danger
Mi. Vernon Blow is the well known
phone to his home, but was so nervday morning at to o'clock when H. man's little girl is being raised.
London, Aug. 3,--The forthcoming this has already been started and a
ous he could barely do anything. The stave man at the head of the Hiram
H. Loving shot Herbert A. Rose
office filled with people and in a mo- Blow plants around over the coun- visit of a British fleet to the Baltic large force will be kept working conLeadifig Up to Shooting.
three times in the office at the Frament or two be remarked he wanted try, and his version of the incident Sea appears more than likely to mark stantly.
The facts leading up to theshoot- to
Mosquitoes are considered the bees
ternity bundling of the Kentucky Mill
the beginning of more cordial relasurrender to somebody. He Then is as follows':
ing are resultant from buciness mat- suggested
carriers
of disease-breeding germs
ofthe
private
between
Great
Germany
"The
door
and
tions
between
Pot
wanted
Sheriff
that
he
and Lumber company, of which Mr. ters between
the two principals. The ter to take charge of 'him and that fice and the main office was closed. Britain, instead of as, has been sug- arid the mayor advocates throwing
Loving is president and of which Kentucky Mill and Lumber company
official was telephoned for. Mrs. Lov- Loud talking was heard in the other gested in some quarters, adding to bucket of coal oil into the stagnant
Ruse was the depo-ed president. The was ,organized several years ago with ing arrived in the hall about that time room, which is the rear room. Some- the friction now existing. The pro- ponds of water down along the river
injured man lived only about thirty Rubse as president, while 4.he capital- and was taken to the office of Mr. one rapped on the connecting door posed visit was known to the German front bottoms and other places close
minutes and breathed his last with ization was $5o,000, Rose holding a James English across the corridor, and came in before anyone could re- foreign office months ago, and sug- to the city. The oil will kill the moa gasp ithils lying upon the floor of slight minority of the stock the bal- where she remained for a few mo- ply. It was Rose. I got up to leave, gestions that objections to it were squitoes and exterminate this source
the priv.te oAce which is divided by ance being divided between Loving ments and then went into the tie of- and Rose remarked, 'Stay, I want you raised by Germany are unfounded.
of dangler.
a door from the one for the public. arid other,. Last week Loving claims fice where her husband sat. She in to hear this out.'
Ernest George Prettyman, secreThe authorities intend doing everyMr. Vernon Blow, of I-ouisville, was that he learned where Rose 'had gone a few moments returned home.
"Then Mr. Loving said something tary to the admiralty, Today in reply thing possible to protect and safein the private office when the first to their brarfch lumber yard at Cairo
After the shooting parties immedi- iike this: '1 don't wish to talk with to questions, said d'efinitely that no guard the populatio# from possible
shot was fired and saw most of the and loading two freight cars with ately began rushing into the office you,' and left the office., going out of protests regarding the visit of the contraction of the yellow fever which
incident that ended in death for Rose. lumber had them shipped to Chicago where the shooting occurred, a Reg- the hall door. I stayed and listened fleet had been received.
• once started creates widespread havoc
The killing particularly created firms in Rose's individual name, and isles man being the first in the room, to Mr. Rose, who talked of his busiFriendly comment on the pending and causes quick death in the infected
great excitement over the city on ac- that Rinse got back the checks and having heard the report while in the ness troubles and his controversy cruise from German Baltic ports cre- districts.
cotutt of the prominence of the two cashed them himself, one for about tsewsoaper office twenty feet away. with Loving. In a few mintffes Mr. ates the belief that it will help along
One of the conductors of the N., C.
people eonneeted.therewith they being Stoo being cashed at the First Nation- At this Dr. C. E. Purcell came in and Loving returned, coming in the room King Edward's desire for good rela- Sr St. L. railroad coming here yesteral bank of this city and the balance the newspaper man informed the oth- from the door which connected the tions between Germany and Great
well known busitteei men of here
eay from Memphis stated that the
After the shooting Loving surrend- at other points. Last Saturday Me. er that Rose was in need of a physic- two offices. I left the room, and as Britain, and the announcement of Em- Bluff City people were flocking away
ered to Sheriff Lee Potter, who turned Loving had Detective T. J. Moore to ian. Dr. Purcell reached down and I did so, I said: 'Gentlemen, there is peror William's support of the candi- from that place by the hundreds on
him over its Chief James Collins. of go to Cairo and see Mr. Rose, with turned Mr. Rose over on his hack and no use of having any trouble over dacy of Prince Charles, of Denmark, account of being scared over the sitthe pollee fotee. The latter then the result that the latter returned it then showed that The injured man this matter.' I had hardly got into for the Norwegian throne is accepted uation.
placed Patrolman Aaron Hurley ;n Sow of the alleged Stono claimed to had been shot twice in the head and the hall when I heard the shooting. as an indication that the German ruler
charge of Loving as a guard, and the have been secured as stated by the once through the left side. One bul- Three shots were fired, I think. Lov- proposes to work in the same direcBRYAN'S SON HAS
latter spent last night at home, while now dead man. At this status of af- let entered just a little to the right ing immediately came out of the tion. The report is revived that EmSEPTIC POISONING.
yesterday afternoon he was at differ- fairs developing the disruption be- of the center of the forehead a little room and said: 'I had to do it.'"
peror William will meet King Edtween Rose and Loving became wid- distance below the hair, and came out
ent points over ihe city.
ward during the latter's Forthcoming Is Removed to the Presbyterian HosNo affair ever interested the entire ened into a breach not to be over- at-out an inch above that, while the
Charlie Crow's Statement.
trip to Marienbad.
pital at Chicago.
public in such a manner as thi, and in come, with the result that Rose was other bullet struck about an inch and
Mi. Charles Crow, a son of Cor—.otos
every quarter yesterday and last compelled to hand in his resignation a half back in the hair, an inch to the oner James Crow, was in the -busi- PROF.
Winona Lake, Ind., Aug. 3.—Wm.
L. WILEY
E.
night it was the sole topic of discus- as president of the company. Wed- right of the center of his head. It ness office of the lumber company
MEETS DEATH. Jennings Bryan, Jr., son of the Nesion in minute detail as far as the sesday night the stockholders held a came out in about two inches. The when Rose entered Mr. Crow is a
braska democratic leader, who was
community can learn.
Mc. Lov- meeting, Vice President W. G. Dycus bullet in the side pierced about the lumber inspector, and said in regard Both Legs Crushed by Rapidly Mov- here for ten days with the Culver. caing refrise• to make any statement resigned his place and Secretary and center of the side and remained in the to the shooting:
ing Street Car.
dets, was last evening taken to the
whatever except that he had to shoot Treasurer Loving resigned his. A re- body. It went through the band
"I was in the business office readhospital at Chicago. He
Presbyterian
the other in self-defense. but further organization was then gone through at the top of the trousers, just ing when Mr. Rose came in. He was
Chattanooga, Tenn., August
has septic poison in the knee.
than this ways sothing. The shooting with and Loving was' elected presi- an inch to the front of the loop put' extremelty angry and walking up to While trying to catch a rapidly movBefore leaving here an incision Was
was done with a 38 self-acting ham- dent, Phil E. Gilbert, secretary, and on pantaloons for a belt, and which the desk w'here Mr. Gilbert was at ing car late yesterday afternoon, made and eight ounces of pus were
mer revolverXof old type and from T, B. Gilbert, treasurer.
'cop was right at the center side.
work said:
Prof. E. L. Wiley, 43 years of age, drawn riot. He hobbled about the
I
the edges of which the nickle-plate is
Yesterday morning shortly before
On turning over -the injured man
!"Gilbert, I understand you are a one of the proprietors of the Moun- lake shore here on crutches, with one
1, considerably worn.
I in O'clock Mr. Rose entered the pub- Dr. Purcell immediately unloosened member of this firm now, and I want tain City 'business college, was run foot bandaged up, but nothing serious
This tiscrning at
o'clock the in- 1k office of the lumber company, that his shirt and collar, Rose being in you to pay that $ts you owe me.'
over, both legs being ground off, was thought of it. It is believed the
quest will be held at the undertaking is on the ground floor and second his shirt sleeves. The wounded man
"'What $ts,' answered Mir. Gilbert. from effects of which he died soon poison came from trimming toe nails
establishment of Pool & Nance, on door to the right after passing the had ix•en groaning, but was uncon"'That $15 you drew from the after. Prof. Wiley came here several too closely with a knife. He is said
'Third street near Kentucky avenue, electric elevator. Opening the door scious. The only rational thing he Memphis bank.
years ago from St. Clairsville, 0., to be in a serious condition.
at. which time Justice Jesse Young and going inside Rose appeared great- I did after being shot was to try to urs"Mr. Rose's manner was very and his remains will he taken back
Efforts to locate his father, Wm J.
will be in charge, Coroner James ly excited and enraged until he was botton his pants, probably on account thieatening, and he kept pounding his to his old home for burial. His broth- Aryan, by telegraph were unsuccessCrow having decided he could not white in the face. Approaching the of tlit wound in his side. He tugged
er. Prof. P. A. Alley, who is at the ful. as he is on a lecturing tour, and
bold the itiquest because Rose was a desk behind which sat Treasurer J. atthe button Orly the fractlon of a
(Continued on Page Four.)
old home, will attend the funeral.
the boy did not know where he was.
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Japan's Terms

New Agent
MR. WEST SUCCEEDS MR
GEORGE DURST AT BROOKPORT.
Richard Geagen Expected Any Day
From Louisville-Messrs. Neuffer and Buker Here.
Mx. George Duret, agent of the Illinois Central railroad at Brookporie
has resigned his position and been
succeeded by Mr.'West, the old agent
located there for several years. The
latter took charge of the office a day
or two ago. Before being Over at
Brookport Agent Dneet was located
in this city.
Expected Any Day.
Mr. Richard Geagen, the new accountant for the local freight department of the Illinois Central railroad,
Ts expected any day from Louisville
to assume charge of his office. He is
being detained at the Falls City on
account el there not having arrived
the party that sticceeds him there.
Mrs. Geagen and children arrived last
night and are at the Roll-ton home on
North Fifth street. •
Former Engineer.
Mr. Amoss Owsley is here from Big
City for a stay of an indefinite perie
He is the former engineer for the
• - ie Central who is now connected
1%
r road up in Eastern Kentucky
' '-e and other capitalists built
e coal fields they control

-tspection Tour.
Neeffer and J. E. Buker
:rday morning from
- er spending several
•
shops, wen* on to
ec: epanied by Master
urnbull. The two
7 :re as- ?tit superintendents
achin(sn' ' • the entire Illinois
tie -era] syetrr end are out upon a
of in ee -• ern of the shops over
t'
Mr Feeny Out.
Traveling .Engineer B. J. Feeny
was able to 'be down in the city yester
eay for the fleet time in several weeks,
because of a sprained ankle. He was
sitting on a truck at Cecilia and when
he Jumped off same his ankle turned
under him and ca-used a painful sprain.
•
Pittsburg coal is proving to the people that it is the beet and cheapest
coal
English Becoming the Language Of
the'World.

K.
Illinois Central R. R. I.KENDRICK
14,AILL.fR
Hendrick,

WM. Hughes, Cashier.

J. G. Kinn L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest.

STATEMENT

The Paducah-Banking Co.

ARE KNOWN TO PRESIDENT
LAWYERS
Niagara Falls-August 4th, and
ROOSEVELT, IT IS ALround
5th,
August
of
104
No.
train
LEGED.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1935.
12
trip $L7.55, good . returning for
Rooms i, a and 3 Register BuildRESOURCES.
will be accepted from
$203,o5'o.4
A Pessimistic Note From Oyster Bay days. Tickets
Loans
and
discounts
No.
train
Broaoway.
ing, 523 1-s
Louisie4le only on morning
Indicates Failure cf Peace
... 33,182.7$
Cash
and
exchange
16, B. St 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
Conference.
700.00
Practice in all the courts of tha Furniture and Fixtures
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin1,000.00
Bonds
Marquette and Wabash
Niev.- York, Aug. 3.-On the eve of nati, Pere
Both phones 31.
state.
railroads.
the arrival of M. Wiete, Russia's'chief
$237,953.59
Atlantic City-Al trains of August
plenipotentiary in the approaching
LIABILITIES.
peace negotiations a rather pessimis- 3rd, round trip e21.55 in connection
100,000 oo
Capital
tic note was detected in the go-sip with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
1r5,619.23
Deposits
f:orn Oyster Bay, which reached the and good on all trains of that line,
12,500.00
Rediscounts
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
foreign diplomats now in this city.
1,000.05
Tax account
While the president is still hepeful returning until August, 14th.
8,000.00
Surplus
that lasting peace will follow the
Atlantic City-All trains of August For First-class Upholstering, Mattress Undivided profits
834.36
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
meeting, which lie is bringing about, loth, rcrund trip $21.55 in connection
new difficulties are presenting them- with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from -Louis- We store, pack and ship furniture es
$237,953.59
selves, and it is reported that even ville and on all train- leaving that
short notice.
Mr. Roosevelt is in considerable doubt place August loth, good returning for
PADUCAI.
1 MATTRESS CO.
12 days.. ' •
at to the- outcome;
'
It may be noted first that the presi215 to 219 South Third St.
Louisville, Ky.-July 30th and 31st,..1
dent, whatever may be said to the round trip $6.95, good returning until
contrary, is in possession of the basis August Toth.
on which Japan is willing to negotiae.
For further particulars apply,
He knows approximately the amount
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
of indemnity Jap-an will endeavor to
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
exact, he knows the general arrangeATTORNEY"Ai'LA.W.
Do you want a first class job by an
ment that Japan will insist on in order to revent tancxber struggle for
109 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstaiti
expert workman? If you do take
the control of the Asiatic seaboard.
Commercial and Cc-operative
The president also feels that the
It to
Our increase in business has comJapanese proposals' are not likely to
pelled us to have our stoic enlarged.
Business a Specialty.
be satisfactory to Russia.
It may be noted in the second place We will offer special prices during
that the president feels that his the months of August and September.
tongue is abseilutely tied in the *se We quote a few specials:
224 Broadway,
Paductth, Ky.
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, St.,ser
of moral suasion on either Japan for
modification of terms or on Russia grade, 75c a set.
City Attorney.
for an acceptance of the same if they
Genuine Rogers tablespoons, boo
cannot be nrodified.
grade, $1.5o a set, 75c for 3.
se4-4.44+444-1-4•44+++++++4-1-14-14 se4+444ef-ee4+4+4*4"H'4•••'H'•fhIl
Attorney-at-Law
With M. Witte's arrival there will
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
remain bro be completed but: a few $4.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
Room as and 14 Columbia EN&
minor details before the plenipotenBros.
0347
Roger
knives
and
forks.,
Oki Phone WO.
tiaries are brought face to face with
$4.50 grade, $3.5o a set.
the world-important task which conA solid gold watch, Elgin or Wal-1,
fronts them. The Japanese envoys
have been on the ground for a week. tham movement, $12.50.
A Seth Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
Baron Rosen, Russian ambassador at
Washington and the junior commis- $4.00.
sioner for the emperor, is awaiting
A gold filled 20 year guarantee case,
Rooms to, it and as, Columbi
M. Witte in New York, and there re- Elgin or Waltham movement, $8a5.
mains but the informal call upon Pres
Building.
Many other bargains the price
ident Roosevelt, which M. Witte will should make you See the goods.
Kentucky
Paducah.
make on Friday, and then Ate formal
Engraving
done
free
o n each artiat
Cecil Reed
J. C. Flounsoy
call of beeh sides on Saturday,
cle.
Respectfully,
which the Russians and the Japanese
commissioners will, with due cereR. T. LIGHTFOOT.
mony, be presented to each other.
function
This delicate diplomatic
-LAWYERwill OMIT on the naval yacht MayBay
to
Oyster
flower aer the entrance
Twenty years experience.
Rooms ai and at& Fraternity
harbor. and will be follrewed by a dinJ.
A.
Konetzka,
Jeweler
and
Optician.
commissions
by
ner given to the joint
311 Broadyaw-Yellow Front.
Of Padur-fth, Kentucky,
after
Will prtcti-_-;-• •l: Jowls of Ky.
the president, immediately
enthe
cruisers,
which, in separate
Capital and Surplua *1515,(300
sart
voys will depart for Portsmouth,
be
conference
will
where the peace
inaugurated in all probability on
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES..
DR. ROBT. J. RPiTERS ED P. NOBLE,PRE&
Thursday.
Prior sir the first meeting of the
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
commissioners there will be another
For
that
Tired
FeelTransacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
sound of formalities to be oberved
Both Phones 355
at. the scene of the conference. This ing, Loss- of Appetite,
Office Hourst 8 to lo a. rro, to 3 per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
includes the official welcome re Adproof vault for rent at $3 to lito per year as to sits. You carry your own
mirarMeade, commander of the navy Nervous Depres sion p. m. and 7 to 9 9. in.
yard at Porymenith, who will dine the and Spring Fever.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Ihulding. key and no one but yourself has access.
envoys next Tuesday, then, the repGuaranteed to cure
resentatives of the two nations which
the
in
bloodiest
war
waging
the
Chills
and Fever. For
ate
world's hi-tory will face each other
sale by All Drug Stores. Architect and Superintendent.
across a broad mahogany table, bePrice 50c per Bottle.
neath the American flag-an eevent
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
401 Fraternity Building.
uniqne in the nation's history-in an
This fme modern hotel is now open under a new
effort to effect a lasting peace.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
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Mattress Co.

Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
54., Broadway.

Mose 133.

Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
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Lemon Chill Tonic

fWaihington Post.)
Westering more indie-ative of the
changing character of the times has
occurred than the remark of the Japanese peace envoy concerning the Ian
guage to be used during the progress
ci the negotiations. He expresees the
hope that English will be the medium
of communication and adds that he
does not speak French.
A diplomat who does noe speak
Frenche The idea seems absurd. For
centuries the French language has
been the beau ideal of diplomatic intercourse. It is the tongue of the cotet:er who in the salon de‘ires to bestow
a graceful compliment, or who, around
CHARGE DISMISSED.
the council table, endeavors to cloak
his real meaning and mislead his op- Case Against Rerbert Hall Was Disponent. In Europe and, it might be
missed in Police Court.
added, in the United States a knowl"The Old Reliable Barber," the
edge of French is considered absolute
In the police court yesterday mornly necessary -to a complete education, ing Judge Sanders dismissed the "King of Razors," has moved from
and is the National Capitol a member housebreeking tharge against Robert 408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
of the diplomatic corps who did not
street (red front) and wishes to wel
*peak Frenth would be regarded as
Walter Marehall was fined $5 for come all his old friends and customtotally unfit for the position. Things; cursing another person.
ers.
are evidently different in Japan. No
There was dismissed the case charg
French for the Japaneee diplomat, if ing Henry Johnson with carrying _
you please. 1-k wants the good old cencraled weapons.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
Anglo-Saxon, a language in which
Aleck 'Patton, the constable, was
(Homeopathist.)
thought is expressed with direceness dismissed of the case charging him
2nd forret_ He aiscar'ds the traditions with using iosultinglanguage towards
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone tan,
of centunies and eilungee into the lan- another.
guage of the New 'Wotkl.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
The court ordered Jabbo Smieh,
The time is coming when English cokrred, he'll until requisition papers
will be the :uriiverea I :tongue. This is could be gotten for him to be carried
Phone to.
almost the vase at the present time. hack to Ieanibere Miss.. where he is
When our fathers were young no one charged with killing another darky
Democratic Speaking.
.could make -a satisfactory tour of the over a ten cent crap game.
Tilk city eandidates for the various
continent nolesshe was-abee to speak
offices to be voted for at the demo-and underetand Freineh. -Today, exCOMPELLED
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
cept in some -remote corner where civ- D ETECTIVIM
TO USE PISTOLS. folrlowing time and place. Everybody
ilization has -not penetrated, a knowlChicago,
Aug.
2.-A riot, in which invited to come out and hear them.
edge of Freneh is not essential. Along
took part, ocell the highways of ttavel English is several hundred people
The epeakings will occmeat 8 o'clock
night in South Chicago, p. m. at the places
curred
last
and on the dates
epekerr by a large proportion of those
-seer deai with the tourist claire. The where three detective: employed by below given;
Southern
s a :t number of Americans veho visit the Lake Shore St Michigan
Mkehanicsiburg, corner Myers and
-railroad attempted to arreve Chao 'B. Farley streets,
'Europe and veheere knowledge of the
Auguet 8.
France for riding on a sand train. The
N., C. & St. L. depot, August 9.
language is very Tenited has made it
trying to make the arUnion drug store, Tennessee and
necessary for foreigners to learn Eng detectives in
rest were compelled to use their re- Goebel averate,
lish. in Germany The teaching of the
August to.
,with
'Pewee!r language is considered essees- velvers and the crowd retaliated
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
number of peo- Broadway, August
tial and in mercantile houses it lnas Vick; and stones. A
tt.
been found that only through a knowl ple were injured in :the tight.
J. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Tetimble, August 12.
edge of irengiieh can the German manCHARGED WITH FRAUD.
Gallman'it,,corner Twelfth and Burefactuters 'hope to compete with their
St. Paul, Aug. 2.- •jf Chit C. Henley, net% August 14.
British and American rivals. The acFire station, corner Jones and
tivity of the English in Africa has 1)011k:her of the Alliance Advocate
done much: toward the spread of the and well. know throughout the West Tenth streets, August ts.
Savage voting place, corner Sixlanguage in that continent and the us a leader in the Partners' Alliance
same reselt hiss been attained in other and either political movements, 'bac. teenth and Monroe, Auguet 16.
County court house, August te.
quaPte-ts of the globe through the es- ibten arrested by United States Marshah Grimettaw hn a' charge of siting
Merkel. house, August t8.
tablishment of English colonies,
City hall, August 19.
The rbeervant Japanese, building up the mails is ennTrection with a scheme
Come foie, come ale. and being your
an becidenitel nation in the Orient. Ito defraud.
friends anti hear what they have to
have evidently been impreseed with
say.
Every citizen should be interNo Heat Now
We modern tendency toward the teversed turteref the •Pengleaft- lengeage. To cause the fresh paint to blister. ested in the affairs of time municipal
They are keeping pace with events. i Painting done now will stay painted eoverranent of his city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
we do the work.
The Vera Cruz and Pacific railway I Warren Fe Son, It4 North Sixth. said en done that wdl mar the tenderest reenement of the hearers.
is tie be built by Japanese laborers. Phone 541-A,
They have been tested and found
roc a Week for The Register., Subscribe for the Register.. „
better than Chinamen. I
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Price Bros.& CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
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Residence
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Kentucky. management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates

Paducah,

OFFICE

dre
fro

OScs 2511

-When in Want ofRUBBER
TIRES
REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmithing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue.-Tel, 956-red.

Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)

General Cartage Business,
Office
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
Household
Goods.
Both 'Phones ii
And

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Taylor &
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.-Rooms 2o3 and 204

Abram L.Weil & Co

Fraternity Building.

FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-

Office phone 251, Residence phone 474

Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building.
-

Campbell Brock.
Office Phone 369.

-

-

Residtnce Phone ;26

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty
s Phone 1472.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

• Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building

an
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Phone, 136-red.
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General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
Office 306 Broadway

GO TO
HOTEL LA GOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNI 1.
35,fr EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
tt:3o U'NTIL 1 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED

5ce. 12:30
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Locate Dairy
MR. STEELE HERE FROM CHICAGO FOR THAT PURPOSE.
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Four Facts For
Sick Women
To Considez

Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are. announced via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the folloveng
special occasions:
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monteeele Bible
Training sehooe July 3—Aug. 15, 1905
Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's congress, Aug. I—I5, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inst tute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss.—Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Riarfriond, Va.—Farmers' eiational
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June 16—July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above oceasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed information can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting enes
or by addreseing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexington, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Washington, D. C.
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Lotaisvilie, Ky.
G. B. ALLrN, A. G. P. A., St
Louis, Mo.

Colonel John Sinnott Will Not Re- Lydia 8. Pinkhazn's Vegetable Compound
tire From Business, But Make
Has an Unequalled Record of Cures—
Shorter Trips.
Mrs. l'inkliarn's Advice Is Confidential, Free, and always Helpful
Mt. F. R. Steele of Chicago, arriv-ed here yesterday on business conF1BST.—That almost every operation
nected with the location in the city
.of a branch dairy for the Hastings in our hospitals performed upon women
Industrial Cohmany, of Chicago. He becomes necessary through neglect of
such symptoms as backache, irregular
is most favorably impressed with Pa- and painful menstruation, leucorr a,
ducah, but cannot as yet tell wheth- displaoementa of the uterus, pain in
er his plant goes here or not.
the side, burning sensation in the stomThi5 concern operates similar in- ach, bearing-down pains, nervousness,
ItiliPutions the country over, thelr dizziness arid eleeplesaness.
SECOND.—The medicine that holds
buliness being to buy milk up from
cow owners and pay them according the record for the largeet numbed of
cures of female ills is Lydia
to the test the lacteal fluid stands. absolute
E. Pinkhames Vegetable Compound.
They are a very wealthy corporation It regulates, strengthens and cures
and do a mammoth business every- diseases of the female organism as
-When,. They do not own cows them- nothing elms can.
selves, but depend on the farmers for
For thirty years it has been helping
women to be strong, curing backache,
this.
nervousness, kidney troubles, all uterine and ovarian inflammation, weakWindow Dressers.
ness and displacements, regulating
Hr. Logan Bouleare, of Waller- menstruation perfectly and overcomstein's clothing establishment, goes ing its pains. It has also proved itself
to Chicago tomorrow to attend the Invaluable in preparing for childbirth
annual convention of the Window and the change of life.
Tztan.—The great volume of unnoDresser's association. which consists
of decorators and dressers of win- licited and grateful testimonials on file
*dews from the country over. The at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Sf
Maas., many of which are from time to
convention will be held at the Sari- time published by permission, give abtoga hotel, commencing next Mon- solute evidence of the value of Lydia
sitlay, and lasting for three days.
E. leinkham's Vegetable Compound and
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Mrs. Pinkharn's advice.
Fouars.—Every ailing woman in the
New Position.
James Leake ha resigned hts po United States is asked to accept the
shiest with rite C. M Leake Feinting following invitation. It is free, will
bring yes health said may save your
tstablilberent, :Lad taken a pima with life.
...HOTEL...
the Rogers compaay
North Fourth
Mrs.Ilkhdtha m' Standleg levitation
NEAR MARION, KY.
street.
to W owes.- Women suffering from any
too
Room
Motel—High and Dry sod
are invited to
form of feznale w
Well Ventilated.
with Mrs.Pinkproaaptlyeonwi
Newapapes Meld.
All letters are
Mr. Cecil Lacy has taken a posi- ham. at Lynn,
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
and answered YOUR VACATION
tion
he news gathering force of received, opened.
.
n,
by woman only. Pro
t
He has just returned your
THE BEST OF HOTEL ACtrouble may
the
I years' course at thel quicskeet and surest earle Mowry COMiMODATIONS,
AND
THE
Virginia it Charlottes- advised. Out of thesteftlaWex- BEST OF LIFE GIVING
WA,
a a very bright and perietelee in treating Mole Mt lir& TERS.
rtnkham probably nagehe very lenewl.
man.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
edge that will help yoga case. Surely,
any woman,rich or pods!,le very foolish
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
Will
Quit Business.
if she does not take advantage of this SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
was r a ted that Colonel John generous offer of saaistaisee.
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSEt, Sr
as preparing to sell his
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
eat in
Thompson & Wilson
AND THE YOUNG.
1.11101ecale
ky establishment of
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
North,Foiled, street and retire from
RAILROADS.
aktIve Ilk altogether. This is erne'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
fie doe colonel will continue
r:tealliAser Cis active connection with MRS. BERTIE
CUNNINGHAM
the company, but tereafter make only
PASSED FROM LIFE YESoccasienal trips nut in his favored
TERDAY.
territory He will hereafter not make
such long and trying tours as , has Mrs. Elizabeth'Craig Died of Blood
•
been his custom en years past..
Poisoning Caused by Pricking
Finger With Fishbone.
•
Dreams May Cause Death.
Yesterday at nil MrBert
(Chicago Tdhuese
If you want your clothes cleaned,
Cunidtigham -died at her home on
Peopic have recently been killed by Ninth And Mei streets, after a five dyed
or repaired, take them to K. C.
dreamt. Most people have ,,,nffered week,* tnest with typhoid fever. Her
from theft terrible nightmare visions death is a most sad one as it cuts Rose, 339 South Third street. I have
in which the victim is pursued by an
ort flee life of a popular and wom- the nicest line of samples
for tints
assassin with upraised keife, or is anly'
, mktron of many endearing
in
the
city.
Suits
trembling on the edge of a fearful qualities who made friends of everymade to order.
piecipice, or is in some other immi- body during 'her six months' resinent danger of a 'sudden and terrible dence here.
death The, dreams are cemmon,
The deceased was born twenty- E. H.PURY EAR,
and nearly always the sufferer awakes three years ago near Cadiz, in Trigg
thankful and happy asi his escape. county, Ky., and there resided until ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
But .ometinies he doesen't awake. last February, when she was united
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
Sometimes the knife falls cc the sleep in marriage to Rev. E. H. CunningCr in his hallucination plunges down ham. who had just accepted the pee- 523 1-2 Brodway, Paducsea, Ky.
the precipice. These are the dreams 'orate of the Second fiaptet church
New Phone 490.
thae kill.
of this city, and who immediately
4
In cases where dreams kill there is brought here his bride to take up
Specialties:
a sort of combined action between the their home.
Abstracting oi Titles,
dream and the diocese through which
The deceased was the daughter of
Insurance, Corporation and
death is accomplished. In the first Me. and Mrs. F. M. Thomas, of
Real gstate Law.
place the dream is usually the product Trigg county, and besides her parents
of the disease. A person may have left eight brothers and sisters, to
heart disease, which never asserts it- deeply mourn their irreparable loss.
self or allows the victim in any way
This morning at to reclock funeral
to know tef its presence until the fact services will be held at the family
is disclosed in a frightful dream. residence, conducted by Rev. A. S. EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Moreover, terrifying dream, are the Cheek, of the First Baptist church.
• first evidence of heart disease. Then Immediately thereafter the body will Office and Residence Rooms
3 and
the frequent recurrence of these he !shipped to her former home near
dreams, dealing repeated shocks to Cadiz for burial, accompanied by her
4. Columbia building,
the nervous system, aggravatee the husband, parents and other relatives,
disease until the heart is so weak that who were with her at death.
' Phone tost Red.
one more shock is sufficient to cits-e
death.
Pricking of Finger Killed.
Yesterday morning Mrs. Elizabeth
H a person has bad dreams it does
not necessarily follow, however, that Craig died at her home in the Epper- Paducah Undertaking
•
he has heart disease. Dreams indi- son neighborhood of the counny afCompany.
cating heart disease are usually of a ter an ilinet• with blood poisoning
terrifying nareure and relate to death. Last week while working with a fish
S. P. POOL, Manager
nawakening the sufferer will notice she stuck the bone in the end of her
GUY NANCE, Asst.
a violent heart palpitation. Chnenic finger and this caused blood poison- 205 South Third
Street.
pericarditis is always preceded by hor ing to set in, which proved fatal
Residence over store,
The deceased was 55 years of age Both Phones ito
rible dreams, such as that of being
—Prices Reasonable
thrown into a lake of fire or being and left a family of two sons and
crushed in a railroad wreck or burned one daughter. She was the wife of
Mr. F. J. iCraig.
by a Volcanic eruption.
The remains were buried yesterdiy
The approach of insanity may also
be revealed by implealatee dreams, or afternoon at the Jones cemetery of
insanity may be hastened by mach that vicinity.
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
dreams. There are many cases where
a person has been driven insane by
LET THE COURTS DO THIS.
tivo North Fifth. Both Phones ;SS.
streams.
The People Want No White-washing
Residence zz4z Clay. Old phone zags
WELL KNOWN LADY
, Jobe Done.
'0•111161
Now York, Aug. 3,--At an informal
DANGEROUSLY ILL.
meeting of a number e4 insurance corn
New York, Aug. 3.—Mr. John G. missioners from Western and South‹arl'sle, the wife of former Secretary ern states, including Kentucky and
'Carlisle, is dangerously ill in her sum- Tennessee, it was determined to conTRUEHEART
BUILDING.
mer home in Bayshore, Long island, duct an indepesdent investigation of
Both
phones
88 at the office, both
and little hope is entertained for her the affairs of the three bii life insurphones 240 at residence. Office hours
recovery. Mrs. Carlisle has been in ance companies for the purpose of
7 to 9 a.
I to 3 p. m.: 7 to g Q. in.
failing health since the death of her determining whether they are entitled
two erns, Will and Logan, eix and to the confidence of .the people. A
Sight years ago. For the' ast month Teener of the commission/re will be
Mr. Carlisle has been at the bedside held here on August to to arrange a
of his wife.
program of.work.

Crittenden Springs

Bacon's
Drug Stores

OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL r
Is the cheapest on the
market. We,also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Gefour prices before placing your
... order....

eik
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
good.. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Jackson S,.s. phone 23e,
7th && Clay
Sts., phone 313.
W. Mike Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky,
Thos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.

OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone ITA.
Ole Phone 303

domain

Pittsburg Coal Co.
•
•
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The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City:

Pastor's Wife

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

•

ew

THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOS!' COMPLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0 UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLeeS, BRIDLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREN('JSE
NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE N b. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.

JOHN G. REHkOPF BUGGYCO.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

Steamboats
fW•re4W-1-4‘
11+ 4W+ItU+4te +1,1ff4.

Excursions
+++++++++++++

Dr. Childress

.C11

6.

Dr. B. T. Hall

26

)96

1

Dr. B. B. Griffith

Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by ele.:trical treatments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43r- Jefferson
street.

A. S. DABNEY.
--Di N1'1ST

I

4-,-ne

Se Louis and Tenessee River Packet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

$8.00 for the Round
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST

IQ. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
MONTHLY PAYIVIEN't LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
TIEDG" Et W. WIIIITTEMOR ti. Piii.ctuyah.

HEATING
Hot Water

- Steam

Trip to lennmsee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, condors
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent;
Frank L
Bren, -ent.

NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand

I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.

ED. D. HANNAN.

'5to12es sarzcl
Ftirrzitare.
Buy anything

and sell everything
218-220 COUXI st. Old phone t3111

Clem

Fraosioli.

Moving wagon in connection.

Dr. J. T. GILBERT

Henry Mammen, sr., the reliabli
book manufacturer, Blank Books,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Job
and Edition binding. The only
Robbers got $4,00o from a Danville,
i The real estate agents, has $175,000
Tznehe•:r rt•-''
berth Tuesday night.
lworth of city property for sale and exclusive book binder in Paducah Phone io6. 40ol,/, Broadway,
Library work a specialLy.
PADUCAH, KY.
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
For perfection and parity smoke
At the head of the class, Elks'
Houses for rent.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when inElk Dream toe
Dream roc Quer.
Telephone, old, 2665.
,
Subscribe For The Register.
dicated.
.
. .dr
.

S. W. Arnold

THE. REGISTER

gence, vb.o.her it comes of vanity or
weakness or deliberate evil design
If it succeeds in its particular aim
the punishment cif a few will go far to
deter vaiwantl weak men from becoming the tools of the sharpers. Even
if it falls in this one instance it, villl
still exert important deterrent effect,
becaue it will make it manifest, first,
that sireli vanity or weakness rrray
easily bring men under peril of legal
punishment and disgrace, and, secondly, that the great body of the public
is in sympathy with the enforcement
of such law."

SHOCKING
TRAGEDY
(Concluded From Page One.)
list on the desk.
"Mr. Gilbert told him he did not
want any trouble. Mr. Rose then
said,
will have
you
forgers fixed by night.
"'This firm owes it right now.
will sue them today.
"I tried to persuade Mt. Rose to
leave the office, but he would not
go. Finally he said he had to see
Mr. Loving. Mr. Gilbert told bin"
that Mr. Loving was busy in the private office with Mr. Blow.
"Mr. Rose said he did not care and
rapped on the door. 'Not receiving
any reply.he opened it and walked in.
Mk. Loving in a -moment left and
passed out into the hall.
remained a While longer and
left. As I_ passed through the hall. I
met Mr. Loving returning from the
direction of the Broadway entihnce.
"A moment after he entered his
office Mr. Wow .came bolting out.
Then the shooting. began. It sounded like three shots in rapid succession. I was excited and remained in
the hall a few seconds.
"When I entered the room several
were already there. Mk. 'Ruse was
lying on his face with 'his head on
the door sill 'between the private and
clerical offices. His feet were toward
the custom hwase. -By this time several physicians were there and one
of them turned 'Mr.'Rose over.
"I did not see any pistol on either
irnan."

SPR1

NEW HARDWARE7HOUSE
'We have just opened an up-to-date and well stockedthardwa re de-partment for our establishment, and are carrying a[mammoth
.stock recognized its one of the finescin the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery:Tinw-are, Woodenware, Gran_
-iteware, Carpenter and Brick-masoduroob3.Wirenitails,
Builder:s.:'
,
_Zardware, and in fact a line of goodarerquart-5—thiit carriiid-liy.the-.
'leading houses of"the oountry.

The Nashville Banner covers the
matter well when it says: "When
Chief PaducalA.
the history of political degeneracy
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadTHE
BY
PUBLISHED
and corruption in -various American
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO, communities is analyzed it is diffidughouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money..
.•
(Incorporated)
cult to say whether the root of the
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
evil lies with the business men an'd
corporations that give graft, or with
JAMES E.WILHELM, President.
JOHN WIDRELM, Treasurer.
Whe politicians that demand it. Waters
ROBERT'S. WILHELM. Secretary. the decalogue is an authority in politics and the golden rule obtains, in
Entered•at the postoffice of
business, then probably we may loOk
Ky., aonecond-class mail splatter.
out for tise millenium, but there is
room for great improvement without
Tama to Subscribers.
rile Tear
iSoso reaching rnillenial conditions."
2.5o
It 'Months
ree'Montha
ro5
The same "yellow" papers which
.so made Sato,. of the Japanese peace enIto 'Week
'/••••
^e Mille( to receive this paper voy party, say many things which he
was out of town and Mr. Loving just
-r
• • sheik, report the matter to denied as -of O-hole cloth, are now
signed Rose's name to the note, that
"--• 'Oster -office at once. rrele- crowding their columns with expres.1reing necessary because Rose
ri 7.r.""TO:sioticarisattd 318.
sions, assertions, statements, declarwas president of the company. The
debt Rose made Mr. Loving had to
ations, etc., by M. Sergias Witte,
-tand his part for. It war for a transplenipotentiary,
though
Rusia's chief
action•of Rose's that may come outii
he has hariblycnt his foot. on AmerJustice 'Ilttleb 'Inquest.
the investigation.
ican .
When asked about the inquest
solb astd cannot speak English
It is -also.claimed that Rose entered
SOLE AGENT FOR
at all. In -view of - these facts it is yesterdry afternoon Coroner James the office yesterday with the avowed
LUEERNE COAL.
nrrittay 'Amok ag, Aug. 4, 'gay
worth while 4ort the general reader to 'Grow said: "You-understand my po- purpose of making Loving sign a
sition in the matter. Mr. Rose statement saying the article in the
place little credit -iu these "yellow" boarded at my house, and I have
newspapers regarding his stealing
statements.
asked Justice Jesse Young to con- was fake.
Prosecutions.
'The EcotO le
duct the inquest, sishich will be held
Ohere is rt o ell for gratifications-in
AUGUST DELIVERY.
Emperor 'Wilhelm thinks that if this morning at 9 O'clock at the Pool
if you have never tried Pittsburg
eels: tht.t New York offraials Prince Charles, of Denmark, is not Sr Nance undertaking establishment. Ceal you don't know how good it it
•
"I got the papers and everything
1 ve decided t• • ocmapel such cameos made ruler of Norway that- the boltthe Ilqurtable Assurance Society ing country will become a republic. off the body of the dead man, and
LUMP ...
. .......lie
0
did not find any pistOl, knife or weacan
be proved tto have diverted to The kaiser is free to say' he prefers pon.
as
EGG
lie
their owo uses the money of otbers a -monarchial government to a repub"As to the report that Mr. Its,.e
NUT
gains.
all-gotten
their
lOt
lic and therefore is foc Prince Charles. carried $6o,000 worth of life insur- THGMAS NEWELL THE HOST
to disgorge
Commenting upon this fact the Bhi- Norway is yet' to be heard as to the ance, I do not know; don't know
FOR A DELIGHTFUL
'AFFAIR.
choice EtTliperet William makes for where he kept his -pOlicies, but excago Chvonicle aairs:
pect he made them payable to his litconnectiad
this
.in
"The chief fault
her king.
tle girl, lone Rose, who lives at my Mrs. Samuel 'Hubbard Gave Her
with ohith the American public 'is
home."
Samclay School Class Picnic—
There were more deaths from tyohargeatik is nottbat they are tbem:
Many At Reidlansi.
phoid fever in IPhiladelphia last week
Loving's Plea.
selves- wanting • in lenessto or willinsit
than there were deaths from yellow
Loving claims self defence all the
Last evening Mr. Thomas Newell
• to toierate it in thou who do lack
way through, and although he refuses entertained a large crowd of his
fever
Orleans.
soothing
New
Yet
in
44
man
any
'Whitt once satisfostOthat
wos thought of the former fact -while to mAke a statement for the mews- friends With a delightful social at the
'crooked' lhe majority rarely respect
papers still one of 'his lawyers said
the latter was made one of rartioreal last night that when Loving entered home of his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
"him or trast him agiSin. Any boast
T. J. Newell, of North Seventh bea-sorest. Strange is it not?
the Office Rose matte us if to draw a tween 'Broadway and Jefferson streets
-effort to make this thlear is good it
pin and carry out Ins :threat to-"fix"
•itself.
tiMorriana is tetasig to have the su- Loving, when the latter quickly Amit- Varied amusements composed a delightful several hours that were clos"But theis.own fairoa ss makes Orem preme court of the. United Statesspass e& his pistol and commenced feting. ed with service of elegatO
reresh-slow to heiroe the coatariry of ott upon her anti-tragic-law, which a state
After word of the shooting was ments by -the popular young host.
Admission--General, 25c; Grand Stand, 35c; Box seats, loc.
•ers, and the exacting demands of coeirt has declared • unconstitirtiosial. flashed over the country yesterday a
volume
from
telegrams
promirient
•
of
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel'a.
'Happy Outing.
American butiness hicidorce them bo
business people over the United
-Soeden's
Hubbard
yesterday
new
cabinet,
Samuel
is
Mrs.
said
to
be
•feel that they cannot Afford time act
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
States were received 'by Loving, ex- entertained 'her Broadway Methodist
prosecute on
adOle too mang! favorable to a pane,ful solution . of tending sympathy to 'him over the church Sunday-school Class with a
oi those to aftom the Otto of Po:mei theocOssolution of aie old union Mith deplorahle affair, whit% 'be deeply re- picnic across -the river. Those over
EXTRA GRAND JURY
DEATH COMES TO
grets. but was forced -to do.
were Navies Mary Lou Roberts. Ada
cution 'has be'-n de I egaird and who Nooss.y.
IN EQUITABLE CASE_
HARGROVE.
BISHOP
Mr. baying has retained Hal Cor- Ritter, of liopkinsville; Marie Wil•
are veld for the time our tabor 011ie
--Appeared Gitic of It.
bett, Thomas Harrison, , Cecil Reed cox, Edna Tades and Etta Hubbard,
Attorney
District
MethoSouthern
Figure
Noted
in
A
Jerome
May
•conetzwed this otkitude .of many proRe-and Campbell Flournoy as'his lawyers Corinne Winstead and Mr. Leslie
dism Pilliftt Away,
quire Special Body for Inves(SoccasO)
pk to mean neat they alc• not wish
Puryear, Mr. Miarshall Puryear and
tigation.
tastes
his
what
of
I
kaosv•
'.'•Fatini
Personal Mesh'''.
the law, enforoad.
Mk. Henry 'Roberts.
•
Nashville, Teen, Aug. 3.—Bishop
td tarolencies, I aiminot at all serMr.
Laming
came here 'about sia
"Th. is and .always ba, been a
New York, Aug. 3.—District AttorR. K. Hargrove, of the Methodist
e-teed. that Grover .Cle‘eland should years ago -and entered the insurance
Church Society Entertains.
great aniatake. Nothing mons the re- prefer to keep out of politics," re- business. 'After-wards he •helped
Episcopal church, South, died at his ney Jerome Vold Justice Davies in Itatt
orinvitatssris have been isemed by the home
here shortly after last midnight. criminal branch of the New York
ohs confiatonce and sir support oently remarked a irked of the Zoo ganize the 'Globe Bank & 'Trust com- Newell society of the 'Broadway
He had been in feeble heahh for a state supreme court that he might
cif the majority at the public as readi- president. "I remember that wtwa pany and remained with the institu- Methodist church for a reception this
year past, and seriously ill since Fri- !need a special grand jury to investiha stopped' out of snake at the end
ly and as 'firmly-nu an intiellionit zeat of -the se•ond term a.s -thiefexecutive tion as cashier for a noner of years. evening at the 'home of Mist.'William day. He was born in Pickina county, gate the- Equitable Life Assurance Solife then resigned last yew and was Eades on Jefferson street.
In enforcing hoe*,for the opotection he felt • vastly relieved. kliis spirit devoting his•entire time to •the lumAla., September 17, 114.29, and after be- ciety's affairs before the legislative
ing graduated from the University of committee has finished its investiga-0
of the hosseotioltisen.
rule with a bound. A•farr days after her company, until he arid Messes.
Fine 'Barbecue.
Alabama wa, for a time instructor tion of life-insurance
conditions,
"It is nut to be acnied that-ohis ap- the inauguattion of Poeshieut McKia- Tseorge Wallace and others bought
Yesterday an iinmense crowd
which is soon to begin.
in mathematics there.
ley, 1,6% chiveland was AirONew York. the Equitable 'Securities company of
people weer not at Reidland. in the
parent irdiSerence of the pdblic, anal
The court has kept sitting to await
In 1857 he entered she Alabama
happoued to war/oawn Broad- 'Atlanta, Ga. 'lie then wont Mown to
county attending a big barbecue and-though it is-'illy more preocaapation way with bier?. He wasbearming, and that
city, but was'compelled to come frth-fry given by the people of that conference, and dining the civil war pos,ible action by Mr. Jerome. He
was a chaplain in the Confederate informed ito that he wait not certain
than iroliffnence, ivaishoth oprisrd op- vitas oakingoaote of the interesting liatic here last -month and remain on
neighborhood. Several hundred parjiorttu1y t000nscraggloua mess and t•opoaitostyhim with llithe jest of aeeount of the tangled condition of ties went out from this city and re- army. Later he wa• president of Cmn whether he would want the Medal
tenary Institute at Sammerfield, Tenn, 'jury and would not ask for it now,
omboldrned ilbem to stake adirautage a log, 'hearty ;boy just out -sif school. the 'lumber comipany's business that port a most socresateful and entertaingoing thence to the Kentucky confer- hot requested the court to adjoura to
Ilse -Shop stiodoows %sew -engaging was conducted -mainly under 'Rose. ing ,affair.
apt it. In or to carry oat /their not *little ofahis attention. tIrpon a
ence, returning from there to accept September ii. which it did.
Ikr. Loving is -43 years of age and
schemes ..the,y love beep compeCiadto glance Into owe of them, that of a murals well in the community. Be
In the meantime, he said, any josthe presidency of the Tennessee FeArtoitorg-Coat TO) slack, no Oleic,
tice of the court could grant the ormale college at Franiclio.
Ala ve the go:sow-ration ..-of others, sfaid photographer, he stopped Aitort. In has -a wife and ink 0 daughters and no etlinkera.2
In 1876 he represented the Southern der for a special jury. In making the'
for this they'Owe seleeted vain nen the window was an oil painting of one son and removed to 'Paducah
church on the Cape May commission, request for an adjsurnment, Mr. Jerhimself.
from
intereirool
in
llardwell.
is
wiIlir .to figure as managing Antis
LIMB APRIPKEN,
and in 1882 was elected a bishop. The ome said:
welt,' Sc exclaimed •viith a
"
tothich• they do mot wide( stand, wth.A laugh, *here is .the most intereoing a minlber of enterprises.
"As a result of the investigations oE
Mo.'lose was 43 year of age -and Threilier Bumping Into Traction Kn. 'board of trustees of Vanderbilt Unimen who woulttorrr defrastd anybo47 thing were seen yet! it's old 'Gro- was torn in Arlatosas, but with 'his
-v-ersity made Bishop Hargrove its the slate superintendent of insurance,,
'pie Fractured Men's Leg.
pre‘iderrt in :RN. in which position which called attention to the condipuipOsely bar arc willing to he pair ver. Let', see s011iat he loess .1tice.' parents moved to Caersville, Li-fingserved until last spring, when he tions of the. Equitable compute% •It
'he
portrait
-"tarCleve/oast
his
Mk.
-and
ston county, this state, where he -reas a ,fociates s.f tastacestfol linen' withParties. coming in yesterday morned at each other -for a moment -gild mained -a number of years. IlsrPive ing from the Lowes Cross roads sec- resigned because of feeble health. The have di-covered in the investigation
asut isiquiring 'how they aiscceed, or
then the exopresidelit remarked •viith years ago he located 'here.
•
Ile tion of 'Grave* county veported that funeral arrangements have not been an extraordinary condition of affairs
tOe ono- kind of •sirak men who are
announced.
which affects not only this country,
chuckle..
died four yearAt• Igo.
14/r. Ttk'k Atom had broken his leg
but all parts (I the world.
ovi:ling to profit by crookedness so
"'So this is the man we holk
the six-year roAT girl, !lona. who Pe' the day *Acre. He is the sun known
"TransacOgs havatagen of such a
long as they do moo have to lead in 'heard so mac% about; I mtiot say
cc Itith Coroner Crow, where hies blacksmith -of that section, and was ARCHITECT CALLED DOWN,
character oft t'beit face that they rethat tide picture makes him sin *
er boarded. Mr. *oat'3 pare
pulling a 14re-oiling machine along
carrying it one.
quire investigation by the district atgoml deal better looking than 'mono
both
oth dead, hut he leas
two
'th his rotation engine down 'the Kentuckians Barred From Bidding torney
"Out tg this grows one great dan- of
of this county. The state -.to
ak•
the partraits I have seen of him sl3ers and one sister.
Are to Have Their Rights.
country road, when the thresher in
ger of the system of oomporatioas, the in 'the newspapers. He looks healtorintendent of insurance is sol a
-going down 'Mil suddenly humped
prosecuting officer, and she ivy,:,;sa.
Stetting up,, for the sole purpose of thy, titit a little worried. I would he
Rose's Card.
Frankfort, August 3.—The commerthe engine and broke the man's
Op
winning piblic con6desoo of 'beards willing to wager that hes glad he's .I.awyer Faton, who is the -attorney leg,"which was •ratight between the clap bodies.' of Louisville have pro- lion he conducted wit hot with a sew
of
finding
whether
the
no
longer
company
president."
had
for Rose, says that yesterday morn- ends of the two machines. The fear- tested to Gov. Beckham that the
of ifsrectors .of whose personnel the
conducted its business in a critn'tnal.
ing Rose was 'in the lawyer's. office, trim- is quite a uevere one.
specifications for Kentucky's new
ptie has some knowledge, but octisch GEN. CARNAHAN
manner."
and stated he VMS Wring downstairs
capitol have been so drawn as to ex•'do aos direct.' When the one or two
PASSES AWAY. 'to Loving's office and make him sign
chide many of the manufacturers of
WILL MOT GO
or tlirrat men who actually manage afa statement. branding as false the
the-state. He has been asked to have OHIO PROHIBITIONISTS
NAME STATE TICKET.
fair. are bones( men nobody is harm- Succumbs After Two Weeks' Illness publications that Rose stole loather Automobile Club Will Not Make the the specifications changed and to deWoodruff
At
Place.
from
moothe
company
took
the
and
lay
the
of
letting
the
The
contracts.
Sunday,
Cabo
to
Trip
Columbus,
ed, bet the practice opens the ()poor0., Aug. 3. --The probity
eo sad that if Loving did not sign
The automobile club did not hold manufacturers of paints and oils and Orin state convention nominated a
tioljsy for the unscOupulous, and they
Indianepolis. Id., Angast
the retraction, then lie, Rose, was go- its meeting scheduled fop laocoven- of plumbing supplies are the chief full state ticket which is
headed by
promptly take it. Ircs, the number of Tames R Carrishan, major general of ing to 'have published a card charging ing at the Cornmercial club Toad- complainants. Gov. Beckham has
Aaron S. Wiliticins, of Hardin comely,
the
Uniform
Rank.
Knights
of Pyth- LovitIo with forgery. Rose wanted quarters on South Foneth street, to declared that all things ,being equal for governor: Many
reafty dishooest men in the communof the delegates
ity is no greater than it would be an- ias. died today at hiss home in Wood- Eaton to go to Loving's office with discuss their trip to Cairo. Many of !Kentucky shonid have the preference favored the endorsement of John M.
ruff place after an illness of twts him, hut the lawyer refuse.. supplying materials` f
the members were absent and thiv
th^ new Fattifaii, the dentocfatie noiniflec for
tier a more rigid practice',
week'
Aa regards this it it said by toe' neeessitated a postponement of the statehonse. and has notitio' \rchi- govertios, but tho
"It is hoped that this Equitable
nor's friends that Rose himselrowitto gathering. The machine_ °waters will teet Andrews to cut out all specifi- brought before the remiteirtiotir
The dead body of Wil1i,m. Joneo a out ,authority, contracted a, $74 debt not go now nntij one week from next cations which discritninats against
prottecution promise,
, an attempt to
0;11'hy farmer of neat Carmi. TI!.. in the lumber company's nat'4,
Sunday, as thef will not have time to Kenttleky,
made goods
prove that there ia law enough to
1.ewis S. Frederick, prominent Shei
found in a deserted pasture. He a note had to be ere* to pay the ac- make preparations, and then alto the
1-svifle, Ky., real estate andOnsurance
ptmish thie kind of reckless negli- h s(1 berg robbed
and killed.
count. The friends tlaitn that Rose roads at unusually dusty.
-4kdiectibe for the Register.'IL
man, died of .
..mit trouble..
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U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,,

109 South 2nd Street,
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Amendments
SPRINTING
00200000 x-2 6
Earned runs, Paducah
Two base
hits, Hippest, Bohannon.
Stolen
AND NERVE bases,
French, Brahic. Saerifice hit, TO CRIMINAL CODE, SAYS SEC-

Witte Talks

0

River Ripplings.

2.
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APPRECIATES HIS RECEPTION
BY AMERICA AND HER
PRESS.

Frakes. Triple play, Matteson to
RETARY MOODY, ARE
Wilkerson to Perdue. Hit by pitched
BADLY NEEDED.
BEAT VINCENNES IN FIRST ball, Taylor. Left on bases, Vincennes, 3, Paducah 3. Struck out, by United States Courts Cannot Work Declares He Must Consider Japan's
GAlitE OF THE SERIES
Perdue I, by Frakes 2. Bases on
With Promptness and Facility
Terms Before Formal NeYESTERDAY.
balls, off Perdue I, off Frakes 1. Time
In Many Cases.
gotiations.
of game, 1:15.
Umiire-Kubitz.
Oyster B-ay, N. Y., August 3.-AtNee York, August 2.-Eight oftorney General Mloody, who came ficials of the Russian peace comsnisALICES WERE GIVEN
1-7 infants Were Defeated.
here Tuesday to visit President sion arrived here yesterday on the
MESS OF GOOSE EGGS.
Cairo, Ill,, Aug. 3.-The locals Roosevelt, left yesterday for Wash- Kaiser Wilhelm des Grosse. Be-.
bunched hits today and beat the In- ington to give personal attention to sides the senior plenipotentiary, Serfaits, who had three costly errors. the inquiries being made into the gius Witte, there was J. Shipoff, dif4Firict Triple Play of Season in Kitty The summary:
r h e scandals in the Agricultural depart- rector of the treasury; MI. Naiboukoff
Princeton
I 7 3 ment. The papers in some of the of the foreign officei, Jean KorotoLeague Pulled Off by the
Cairo
5 6 o cases have ben referred to the de- vitz, formerly secretary of the RusThe Joe Fowler gets in from EvVisitors.
Batteries-iBeeloer and Downing; partment of justice for such action as sian legation at Pekin, George Plan- ansville today and starts immediately
Morgan and Lemon
may be warranted in the opinion of con, formerly Russian charge d'af- on her return for that city.
•
the attorney general by the .facts. Be- faires at Pekin; Gen. W. K. SamojlThis morning at 8 seclock there
TADPOLES DOWNED
NOTES OF THE DIAMOND: fore his departure Mr.'Isfioody said of orthe Russian foreign office, and gets away for Cairo the steamer No(
the president and he considered in a Prof. DeMartens, professor of inter- Fowler, which comes back tonight.
RAY'S BABY BUNCH.
general discussion of the laws bear- national law at St. .Petersburg. A tug,' The Reuben Dunbar gets to NashThis is ladies' day.
ing on prosecutions in United States hearing twenty-two members of the i ville tonight' and leaves there tornorPiatt or Brahic will work for Pa- courts, the necessity for amendments committee of the Slavonic league row at noon for this city.
How They Stand,
ducah today.
to the criminal laws of the United ,went to quarantine to meet the in- I The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
W. L. Pct.
States.
They agreed, he said, that coming steamer, and there three today and leaves there tomorrow on
Paitcah
, 8 5 .615
Lloyd pulled down some high congress ought to make certain members of this committee boarded her return this way for Memphis.
Cairo
7 6 .538
amendments to existing statutes, as the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse.
throws to fit4t base. '
The Rees Lee left Memphis yesterVincennes
6 7 .462
the law under which the courts are fWhen the Kaiser Wilhelm
Princeton
der day for Cincinnati. She gets here
5 8 .385
It was an errorless game, some- now operating rendered it often dif- 'Grosse arrived at the pier, IsfVVitte Sunday on her way up.
111/4
thing not often witnessed.
ficult to reach a man who was guilty handed to Prof. DeMartens the folThe City of Sabin() should pass out
Yesterday's Results.
of wrong-doing.
of the Tennessee river tonight or tolowing
statement
which
Prof.
DePachicah a, Vincennes o.
-The whole criminal code of the Martens read aloud:
Kibitz umpired to the satis-faction
morrow, bound back to St. Louis.
Cairo 5, Princeton 1.
of both teams and the fans.
United States," said the attorney
•.
...aistnesse.a.
"For the friendly greetings of the
general, ought to be gone over careAmerican newspapers upon my first COME TO DISCUSS BOYCOTT.
--Today's Schedule.
The attendance was about iso. Let fully, not merely in the way of codivisit to the hospitable shores of the
c
- Vincennes at Paducah.
the fans turn out and support good fication, but with a purpose to amend
United States, I offer my heartfelt Wealthy Chinese Merchants Are on
r,o.
. incetOnt at 2i_,
and strengthen the laws. In the thanks.
ball playing.
Way to Washington.
This kind attention touches
t
viii os 3
present circumstances the United
s
me all the more profoundly. because
*it* Sill Rimming.
Taylor made a pretty running catch State: courts cannot work with
Victoria, British Columbia, Aug. 3.
The Indians took the first game of Cooper's drive to left center in the promptnoss and facility in many I realize the vastness of the power
-Among the passengers who arrived
wielded
by
the
press
of
the
United
from Vincennes at. League pack by eighth inning.
cases. As a matter of fact-in illusStates, and admire the keen intelli- by she steamer Empress of Japan on
nervy base running on the part of
tration of this condition-it is far
gence
with which it is uniformly Tuesday were two wealthy Chinese
Land and Gilligan. They took long 'Perry is still on the sick list and more difficult to take a man from
•
merchants, Lo Man Losing and Chan
chances on leaching home and were Gilligan is bolding down short in a one United States court's jurisdiction directed
Chirtman, who are bound to Washing"I
am
glad
to
be
able
to
add
that
successfzil. z Vincennes was given a moat creditable manner.
across the Brooklyn bridge into anI also appreciate the ethical worth of ton to discuss Chinese-American mat
.
4coat
citili
4lOnteall.
other jurisdiction of the United States
the aims for the attainment of which ters with special relation to the boyThere was no excitement in the
Ned Zinkans has been permanent- court than it is for the state of that
power is so often and so suc- cott now being enforced against Amer
.411 game until the ninth inning, when by released as an umpire and Harvey Maine to get a criminal it wants
cessfully
employed. One of the no- ican goods in China, with the Chinese
indications pointed to one or more appointed to take his place.
from the state of California. Of
blest of these aims is the establish- minister at Washington.
scores for the visitors, but their
course, such a condition is anotlialous
In an interview one of the Chinese
ment of peace and friendship among
chances were spoiled when Brahic
The top of the score board was and ought not to exist."
said
that although they had no officnations,
and
it
is to the praiseworthy
threw from right field and caught lined with soldiers, who enjoyed the
ial standing, they wished to lay cerefforts
of
the
people
of
the
United
French at the plate.
game from their high perch.
EUROPEAN AND
States in this direction that my visit tain matters with regard to the diffist triple play of the season
AMERICAN TYPES.
to
the New World is attributabte. culties that had arisen before the
in t
ty !calk was pulled off in
Hipperea one-hand stop of Mc
For,
it is in compliance with the Chinese legation in the United States.
the
teeing by Visscennes, "who Gain's grounder in the first inning Watterson on Types of AristocracyLo Man Loung said there was a
American
people's desire for peace, of
was a
by the slowness of Frakes. brought down the grand stand.
Agricultural Scandal.
strong
feeling at pnesem growing
whiclis
President
Roosevelt was the
Land had singled and gone to Third
in force in the coast cities of China
authorized
exponent,
that
His
M'ajeson Frakes' safe bunt. Gilligan foulNew York, Aug. 3.-Comparing the
The Tadpoles will be allowed to
for a union with Japan.
•
ed and Matteson caught it within a come to Paducah so long as they American and European types of aris- ty, the czar, has empowered me to
come
hither
and
ascertain
the
tondii
.w ioches
. of the right wing of the don't develop into yellow fever mos- tocracy, Henry Vs'atterson, who reAs'to Blushing.
tions which our gallant adversary
int stand. Frakes, who can't run quitoes.
turned yesterday on the steamer
(New Orleans Times-Democrat.)..
deems
necessary
and
adequate
as
a
Muter than many men can walk,
Oceanic from a trip to Europe, said:
The habit of blushing is almost inbasil, for peace negotiations.
g" for second base and didn't look
Gilligan is probably the best all- "I observed European aristocracy
variably a cause of great annoyance
"I
need
hardly
point
that
out
it
is
ck to see where the ball was. As a around player on the team. He can pretty closely while I was over there
to its possessors. Very frequently it
result Mat
n do led him at first. play any position except pitch or and I have arrived at the conclusion my ardent desire that the two chivseriously hampers them in the ordifoes
a/rouip
who
first
became
acAbout the
e the all reached first eatch, and if it were necessary he no that foreign aristocracy is of a much
quainted
on
the
field
battle
of
may nary affairs of life, for blushing is acfor t
,Land dash
plate, but was doubt could fill those position..
better grade than the American artihate found in each other's sterling companied by confusion of mind, nerthrown out by Vs'ilkinson, completcle . There aristocracy means lineage
qualities motives powerful enough to vousness and hesitancy. The two
ing a triple play.
Nothing doing in the Kitty league and brain-. Here-well, it ranges from
cultivate that acquaintanceship until main points in the treatment of shyPaducah's two runs were made in for the Cotton States league players had whisky to Standard Oil."
it
ripens into lasting friendship. Mean- ness, which is the great cause of
the third inning. hand singled to The Kitty teams could be made no
Mr. Vs'atterson said that he had
while, however, the terms offered blushing, are, first, open-air exercise,
right and Frakes •acrificed him to faster with Cotton States players
read the accsswits of the scandal in
must first be ascertained, weighed and, second, the society of others.
second. Gilligan singled to center.
the department of agriculture, and
and judged admissible by Russia be- Open-air exercise is good for all morAt the crack a the bat Land started
added: "I have often wondered how
REALTY TRANSFERS.
fore she can proceed to formal ne- bid disorders, such as excessive shylike a clay pigeon leaving a trap. He
as, many scientific men connected with
ness, while the social life makes for
touched third and kept on for the Several Deeds Filed for Record With the government at comparatively gotiations.
self-control
and that savoir faire we
"Hitherto,
as
you
are
aware,
it
was
plate, scoring easily pn the throw-in,
small salaries could live so well. It
County Clerk Yesterday.
customary in cases like this to settle all seek to attain; for the latter enGilligan reached second on the play.
only goes to show that the college
all such preliminaries 'before the ables us to go through life without beOn MleCtain's our from Barbour to
Land lying out in the county has man is not a success in politics."
meeting of
the plentpotentiaries, traying awkwardness and timidity.
Wilkinson. Gilligan scored by a fast been transferred by Xrmour Gardner
whose
task
it
was
to come to a final Abnormally sensitive people may
sprint. Wilkinson made a bad throw to John D. MIcElyei for koo, and the
INCREASE IN PRODUCTION.
agreement on the matters under dis- find the cure a lengthy one, but if
to the plate but Gilligan had the hall deed lodged for record in the county
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 3.-The procussion. Now, the very fact that His they persevere the very mental effort
duction e4 whisky in the Fifth Ken4 beaten anyway. Bohannon flied to clerk's office yesterday.
Majesty, the Czar, consented to take which is put forth to accomplish the
Forney.
For $1,1o0 U. J. Harris transferred tucky district for the fiscal year which a course involving
departure from cernedS, will aid them in acqttiring
The official score follows:
to T. A. Jett property lying out in ended June 30, was 14,202,019-4, this ancient
diplomatic
usage and to control over their tell-tale blushes.
Vincennes
po
a
bh
ab r
against 11,598,303.6 for the previous
the county.
appoint
a
mission
to
learn
the nature
French, ib........4 o 2 3 2
Julia Wright bought from L. D. year, an increase of 2,604,626 gallons. of
NEGRO SHOT AND KILLED.
our brave enemy's terms in an elWilkerson, rb.
4 o 2 11 I
Husbands, for $152.25, property on There is now in bond in this district oquent
Ky., Aug. 3.-s-William
token
of
the
friendly
feeling
Cooper, If.
4 O 110
the North side of West Clay street. 5R.921.1987 gallons, on which the gov
Bachelor, neCharles
Warren
and
which he and his subjects continued
Hippert, 3b
ernment will receive $64.813,318.57.
4 O 101
grecs who shot and killed Bud Hugto
cherish
towards
the'people
of
the
Barbour, sa.
4 O I I 4
EAGLES GO ON PARADE.
United States. I say continue to gins, another negro, asserted that they
Donovan, cf.
3 O 000 0
providence. R. I., August 3.-One VERDICT IN THREE MINUTES. cherish because
at no epoch in our ltad acted in self-defense, as Huggins
Forney, rf.
Waco, Tex., August 3.-The jury
4 O t 3 t
of the biggest street processions of
history
have our traditional relations was trying to kill them. Upon exMatteson, c.
3 O 0 4 t
civilian, ever seen on the streets of in the case of Sank Majors, a young
with
this
great republic been other amining Huggins.' corpse it was found
Purdue, p.
3 O 013
Providence was the feature of the negro, charged with criminally asthas cordial. And now, I should like that he had eight bullet, wound, in the
field day of the New England league gashing Mrs. B. Roberts, wife of a
tri say, aye, and to prOve to your back and no weapons.
Totirla,
33 o 8 24 13
of the Fraternal Order of Eagles. young farmer near Golinda, this counpeople, who live less in the past than
Paducah,
ab ✓ bit pa a
held at Crescent Park today. Every ty, July It last, returned a verdict of
A tower operator at Kendallville,
in the present and the future, that it
Gilligan, as.
3 1 1 5 7
state in New England was represent- guilty in three minutes, placing the
Ind.,
a junction point, to prevent a
fervent
is
the
wish of the emperor
McClain,
4 O 000
ed among the 7,500 men in the pa- punishment at death.
cc.Ilision, dinched one of the trains.
and
the
people
further
of
Russia
to
Bohannon, 311•
3 O 115
rade. New York City Also sent a
strengthen the ties of friendship No one was killed.
Taylor, cf.
2 O 010
Texas is suffering from the (everlarge delegation.
. aBrahie, rf.
est heat wave known there in years. which have hitherto subsisted be1 O 0 2 1 0
-ma
twetn the two nations.
common basis for peace negotiations
'Potts, ab.
O
123
3
New lallPsils.,Route in Ballard.
It is in virtue of that sincere de- should fail, for the time being, the
Lboyel, lb.
It is announced from Washington
3 O 0 13 0 0
sire that His Majesty, the Czar, signal proof of friendship given by
Land, c.
3 1231 0 that rural route three has been estrhwaiving all other considerations, has His Majesty, the Czar, and the RusFrakes, p
2 O 101
bished in Ballard county. It is from
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
unhesitatingly accepted the cordial sian nation would still stand out as
Wickliffe to Kevil and serves a popPADUCAH.
KY,
invitation
of your first citizen and a memorable event, fraught, I trust,
Tone},
26 2 627 18 o n/abion of 675 and its houses.
General Practice.
general leader. And, if my mission with far-reaching and beneficent reBy Innings.
208-310 Fraternity Building.
should prove in all other respects sults to the two great.pcoples of the
Tnnings
I 2 34 567
h e
toe a Week for The Register.
Office also Park Bid's, Nfayfielil Ky• barren, and the endeavor to find a West and the
East."
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Stages Yesterday.
Cairo 24.2, 0.3 rise.
Chattanooga 4.3, 0.5 rise.
Cincinnati 9.2, 0.4 fall.
Evansville 9.0, 1.4 fall.
Florence 1.8, 0.2 fall.
Tohissonville 3.7, 0.4 fall.
Louisville 4.3, 0.3
Mt. Carmel 3.2, 0.1 fall.
Nashylle 8.3, o.3 fall.
Pittsburg 4.1, 1.4 fall.
Davis Island Dam 6.3, 1 3 rise.
St. Louis 21.2, 0.4 rise.
Mt. Vernon est, 1.4 fall.
Pairlitcali 11.2, 0.2 fall.

'if: Indispensable
Summer\
Toilet Aid.
No lady can dispense witn
Iftnry's Aseptic Cream daring
thi, summer if she wishes to
keep her complexion in /good
condition.

Henry's Ageptic Cream
Protects the skin from the ill
effects of exposure to sun and
wind, makes the skin smooth
and the complexion clear. Contains nothing but pure, sweet,
beneficial
ingredients.
Possesses a very delicate odor.

J. IL Oehlschlaeger
Drought
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
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The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere.
we
are prepared to furnish all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
short notice.
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS,
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
In fact, anything in Rubber Stia-tnp
accessories delivered in an hour's
notice.

PADUCAH STAMP
IL STENCIL COMPANY
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.

The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.

HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway.
Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and delivered free of charge anywhere in the
city.

Four Gents a Pound
SEND

YOUR

ROUGH

DRY

LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET

SUPPLY

COMPANY,

FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOTLESS WORK AND PROMPT DELIVERY.

OLD PHONE rats.

C. B. liatfietd
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE

NORTHWESTERN

TUAL LIFE

OF

MU-

MILWAUKEE.

HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM.

ROOM

BUILDING.

12,

TRUEHEART

OLD PHONE, OF-

FICE, tog; RESIDENCE, 316.

•
41111 MD
•

Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes
no clinkers

N

n

PURE COAL

IIU
Ill'•::+

'Family Lump,well screened tic bu.
Large Nut
_
_
_ 10c bu
Place your order for coal with us

Large Egg llc
Nut
10c bu.

United States Gas, Coal 60, Coke Company
'Both °phones 254.
„a

Office Foot Of Ohio Street

'4-

'WIND OF ANC!?METEOR.

-HELPS FUX 111.113SEKEEPERS.

lam/mere at Willtanisharg, X. V., IOW
earth What Appears t• Vs
Old V
ly Visitor.

Memo et Information reetialiatiser
Cal.laary Defurtaient-doni•
iCtecilent Dishes.

A JUNGLE mINAIR. I 4.111MAL PSYCHOLUG2"
crcli

TX" WVIL
I Ilacerala,arPaidelle• That Is indulged
* by Some Yonag retold* to
P•anaylv an La.

I.

m it,BVIINGE ON ANIMAL&

This trakeiwassat ilemtlasmot dooms in
UNTY
southern
no Won Ditviehopod In tease
COa.
ago
th
a
ernim"
rw fuostions Suggested by the Peat
therene sa4
el Thews
['mined a rural section which the people hi
liar
Habits
of Raccoons.
Aluminum is now being used aft the towns designated as the "jungle,"•term
' What seemed to be fragmeate of•
At Shamokin. Pa, some queer ons. • number of authentic anecdotes
Itaagnetic iron meteor, which may have &osively as a meter sal for toilet arti- of contumely handed down from a period
toms have survived the march of prog- have been collected by Le Tour du
&seconded to the earth centuries ago. les. It ham advantages over ailves when this portion of the county was isolated 'plateau et a liother.
ress among the Pules and Russisna. Monde to Illustrate the foot that the
Oboe.by impassable roads and covered with douse
Vii discovered the other day by some • being light in weight and neves
of these obeervancea is "wwitoh- sentiment of revenge is very well do'
›ne
the Wag; of the Seemingly i...timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in
laborers who are excavating a cellar tarnishing, while it costs less and cab march of progress. The farm wagon the
tng day." It is a favorite day foe 'eloped in some animals. Everybody
telligent
con
Deniscaa
ba Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia oe treated in an equally urtialac man
wishful lovers, for swiftness of limb, knows that elephants, for example
rayed the family to church on Suede's whoa
of the Woods.
Ittreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. Tho dia• aer, says Boston Iluoget.
the people on the prairie rode In "swine
rather than eloquenoe of tongue, cap- have long memories wh•-•et they are
With a can of deviled ham one can wagons" or owned buggiee. There
povery was made at a depth of 40 foot.
was one
newer:mai psychology is to be studied, tures the belies of the community, •uhjected to treatment Last Ifurte
work
wonders sometimes if one has prevailing style of architecture, which is dill
II being necessary to remore a hill MI a reliable
says an eastern exchange.
their feelings. Capt. Shipp*, of the
cue to begin operation& frequently seen, the square log house with t see, in Paris," said an observant
lost high before the sidewalk levei was
For slays the man has been in train. French army, discovered this fact to
eitizen
recently,
according
to
For instance, have .a small can of li one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the Ode,
the
peached.
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and 14 for the run of his life, while the his sorrow six weeks after he had
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in ind mix it through two gills of cream The lights streaming through the one small the
an elephant a sandwich sprinscientists are going to take the maids adjure corsets and rub Uniwiedow snowed such decorations
lbe cellar excavation the men came "'hipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a walls as • shotgun and rifle, the on the subject
mont on their kneecaps emery night kled with cayenne pepper. The caphem
up
in
pew
a
systematic
way. That
beton the hard substance, and at first rill of consomme in which is dis- doe flask and hunting pouch, and trophies I. a good
Finally the tain had almost forgotten the inci. I
plan. It is a broad field, and ere wooing slumber.
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its solved half an ounce or even lest •the hunt, while on winter evenings the research
morning of "swine-41os day" arrives. dent when he next saw the animal
along
these
lines
elatine.
will
Put
no
this into paper case. glewing firelight from the cavernous
petraordinary weight, however, made
The man sees before Mm all the maid- and attempted to caress him: but the
fire- toubt be productive of
much interest
hem examine it more closely, and ir into little china molds and set place threw shadows in and out among the ing
data. Heretofore what, sett atista ens of his village. He may take his elephaid, recognizing the practical' ts
terhen they cut into a large piece of sn ice for as long a time as nece& festoons of onions, a dried pumpkin, aid have
said along this line, and in fact pink. All be must do is to catch and joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
Ike matter they found the interior was .ary, or longer, and unmold whet "middlin's" suspende4Lfrom the rafters.
near-by
ail
they
have learned, has been of • switch and duck with water the one of dirty water from a puddle
The house in which Rester Lane was bora
a solid mass of iron ore beneath • serving.
of his choice—the maid whom he and diffused it over the officer's yardstood
theoretical
in
a
small
cleared
space
in
the
nature,
an*
it
heart
Old
may
be
said
potatoes
always
should
be
frarface several inches deep of hard.
would have for his wife. If she is form.
?laced over the stove in cold watet of the "jungle." Here she grew to wane. that animal psychology has not passed
sited yellow clay.
fleeter
of foot than he and escapee
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
hood
no
wider
with
experience
with
the
*Oh
beyond the po_rely experimental stage.
The search was extended further. and new potatoes in boiling water
she is free If the ran is beloved of of two Indian elephant& at the siege
tide world than the weekday walk to the
"Darwin
came
nearer
Let
formulating
the
old ootstoes stand in ice wt. aearest village, and an annual joaraey te tair
and the men came upon • perfectly
. rust hypothesis than any other Ma quarry she seldom tete away, of Burtpore. Water .was scarce and
formed spe's bead and also a ram's ter for an-hour or two after peeling smutty Seat in*fair time.
though his feet aro egad in leads. In great demand, which gave unusual
her first hardship came to her at the Ka scientist when he took up the study of shoos.
head. All the matter was turned over vid before cooking.
value to a well that had not dried up
the
emotions
and
the
means
of ex.
Epicerean butter is strved with of six, when she must trudga each day foe
to Frank N. Schell, the contractor,
"Switching day" at fittansoktxt Is One day, just as a small elephant end
pressing
them, but even this splendid
who will transfer, the relics to some "ruled meats, etc. To make it., put Ie miles to the district school. But school
Doter Sunday, whea all the lads and its driver were leaving the well, the
iwo tablespoonfuls of Leah butter days In the "jungle" were soon overhthe boys treatise is lacking in that definite data
museum.
lames of the eountry round &boat animal carrying a pail of water,a eery
getting
the
most
of
the
"echoolin'
which
becalms
would
place
animal
psychology
"It appears to am," said Mr. Schell, n a small bowl, sod work into it the girls married and had
no um for it,, %mow the so-called exact sciences. gather at the town for the annual large and strong elephant seised the
sithat when this meteor fell, perhaps horoughly with the point of a ail
there were no bachelor maids in the "jam Rut it has
meeting. A girl's starting to run is pail and drank the water. The smallest
occurred to me that a busy,
centuries ago, it struck the earth like ier knife a mixture of cayenne, gle." Marriage was a certainty about which
sooepted as a token that else is not elephant, conscious of his inferior
!matting
center
of population, where
a shower of hailstones would. That mixed ht.rb powder, minced parsley, there could be no doubt..
averse to her pursues,
. Th• youth's strength, showed no resentment bet
Hester Lane being what the. natives of the sae may find so much that is artificial, start is acoepted as a proposal, and bided
the pieces are all ancient is evident Amon juice and mushroom powder.
his time. One day he saw kin
it. much that is out of harmony
then
this is accomplished, set it oc "jungle" cai:ed • "good, smart girl," Ii
with no matter whist misfortune may befrom the hard yellow clay which cur.
enemy
standing broadside by u
.he
natural
order of things, would
he ice, and as soon as solid stamp it Was expected 51.e would make•good match.
Sonata each piece."
fall his quarry he must provide.ftw heir The little fellow suddenly rushed for.
nto 'minty pats. Dot these about If the Lane home was more picturesepts cot be the place to prosecute in an
ward with all the energy at his oomthan some of its neighbors it was because .utolligent and satisfactory way • all the days of his future Ufa
the meat in serving.
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Pathetic indeed was the 1111=1mile:ea mand. butted the big one on the side'
hand trained the morning glory stuffy of this interesting
A delicious sandwich is made ba ilester's
subject.
iono.daviag Divide* of Special Morn rpreading thin ovals of bread with vines over ths window in summer and hid .iurroundings a trifle more rugged of this fact In the case of &WM Mane and tnenttled him over into the well.
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy
hok, who was by all odds the hand,
An Indian missionllry tells of an its'
I. stet Placed on Some edi the
equal parts of finely chopped celery hocks and priscas feathers. Tin holy' would seem to afford a better opporpane tunity for
girl to the Russian colonies discreet person whom he saw temaing
somas'
Warships.
the observance of mental
Ind walnut meats, mixed
with end pails shone nowhere elm with such
for many miles about See was tall an elephant by pricking his trunk with
:hopped olives sod a little mayoo brightness and luster as they did on that procceets in the lower order of life,
eyes wore aware a pin and then feeding him with lee
tIthough,
The navy department is providing misc.
of course, moeh may be and slender and her
beach outside the kitchen door. Benda'
crowned
with golds* tuce salad which no elephant has any
was
She
blue.
tame of the warships with a new life
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp Hitter had pieced more patchwork quilts ,earned'by the method which has been
hair, which grew in dadaty ringlets use for. The animal was rather slow
raft, says a Washington spesial t. from the stone spirally, as one peels on the long winter evenings than any mho tdopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United elmee upon her head. Mee lianbelt ln anger and he bad not fully decided
the New York World. It consists el sn apple, being careful not to let It girl in .the "jungle," where a feather bid
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every "fates these
had more suitors than she mold so- to be mad till a half hour had elapeed,,
an elliptical eopper tabs somewhat break. Then make a tiny ball of the bride was expected
scientists might find much
to' bring to her km
sept, and she was very soy. rest of whet,. he suddenly seised the man's hat
iota
that
would give them a more
flattened, with air-tight compare filling and fold the strip about it.
band.
foot, the maid bad, Mime arrtvtag at trivia his head, tore it into shreds and
men* strengthened by fins.
Too much baking powder is often
The
Hester had her choice between Squire isalltstin clew to the reasoning meth- a
marriageable
ago psased one Snag the fragments into the tam al
bubo is inoased in cork, wound with ased in douphniits and fried drop Blud.sois eon William and "Jim" Gillian. )4111 of animals of thei lower order.
witboest the his tormentor.
"switching
safety
dor
in
flat
little trick of theeppossum, for
eanvaa and made absolutely water takes, causing the dough to burst out whose father am the big land owner in
promise.
of
giving
her
• British magarcine told, awhile
tight. Attached to this float is e it very irregular bubbles on the the "jungle" and could set off ten acres natancie, when he feigns death, shows
Miss Menbok untL1 seem an the re- ago. of• milkman's dog that was the
for
the
young
people
to
start
ta
out
with.
Be
element
of
shrewdness which one
trope netting three feet deep, from edge, which soak fat and make the
sent festival 00Caai011 bad succeeded terror of all smaller canines, as
big a prudent-minded young woman, Here -lardy firds in orders of
Which is suspended a wooden slatted doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
intelligence In outdistancing all her pursuers.
ter took "Jim" and the wedding dety was supposedly
was a fighter and never mimed
bights..
Take
A
pure
the raccoon. Many were the races she bad run, but
cream of tartar baking pew- set for Octarber.
bottom. The netting is suspended
thanes
to mix up in a row. Meet
:Thy
is.it
that he will leap up on one
in the inner side of the float 'tom ler makes the dough rise slowly, as
Squire Bluenose who had "tied the knot"
sever had•switch or a paL of water the dogs in the neighborhood
'lags which travel on Lettings, o the gas is not all liberated simply by • every marriage ceremony which had .ide of a tree and then jump as far as (some within reaching distance of her
soars as evidence of his ferocity
can from the other side? It is s
*at the bottom rests 'a nie propea moisture. Therefore, if you would taken place la the "jungle for a decade,
Andrew prowess. None of them could mate
nick. Me is trying to fool the dog petite form. It was thee that
position. no matter which Ada of the have the best results, either put the officiated, and wil..;ermated the
that is after him by making him lit Kobinaky, a shrewd yesag man, Who him in a fight. The idea finally we
of moderate wit\ sash solemn olvics as he deemed
fleet fall. upon the water when it biscuit into an OTe
until MIAs Man- eurred to them, however, that there
necessary
young
for
the
.
people
ieve he is up the tree. The 'coon has had purposely wet
to
take.
A
le throws overboard. It does not ree rather than intense :seat, that 'they wedding
rave chase. La strength in union, and so one night
fatigued.
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Are You Billious? Personal Mention.

11.11,1.4.41:1

Copper Wire

Sued By Girl

The Beauty Of This Beer t

Have you that tired, worn-out feel•
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy
Eon. John K. Ilendrick went yes- ED HAMILTON, COLORED, IS MISS STELLA SMITH SUED Espells? Do you have shooting pains terday to Stnithland, where his wife is
CHARGED WITH WHOLER. EATON FOR FIVE
En the head, back, arms and legs? Is ill.
SALE THEFT.
THOUSAND.
IS THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS GOOD AND TWICE
your appetite bad? If you have these
Judge W. M. Reed went to Dawsymptoms you need a
AS SATISFYING AS A GLASS OF ORDINARY BEER,
Deputy Sheriff Cox Returns to Lam- Young Lady Claims That He Atson yesterday for a few days.
bert, Miss., After Requisition
AND YET
tempted to Assault Her At Mt.
Mr. Edwin Wilson yesterday rePapers—Fewer Burglaries.
Vernon, Ill.
turned to his home in East St. Louis,
after visiting his mother, Mrs. Kate
This Wilson, of Broadway.
The price is 5 cents each.
The detectives for the Illinois CenQuite a sensational suit was :led
week they cost you nothing. Their
Mesdames R. Foster and John 13. tral railroad yesterday got out a war- in the circuit court here yesterday by
value to you cannot be estimated be- Wickliffe, of Wickliffe, Ky., were in rant against Ed Hamilton, colored, 'Bud Dale, next friend of Miss Stella
cause they may save you a long spell the city yesterday.
charging him with stealing copper Smith, against E. R. Eaton, of Mt.
The
of illness, or even your life.
Mr. B. K. Wearen, of Cairot is at wire, piping and other material from Vernon, Ill., for $54poo damages, on
dose is one every 30 days.
that road. Grand larceny is the ac- the ground that the defendant atthe Hotel Lagomarsino.
Manufactured only at
Miss Elene Evans, the little daugh- cusation in the warrant that was yes- tempted to criminally assault the
ter of Judge Evans, of Smithland, is terday served on the darky, who has young woman. Eaton was here yesnorIS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHY
the guest of Miss Madeline Cook, on been held in the lockup since last Mon terday to see the father of the girl,
day on suspicion.
who is Captain J. B. Smith, one of
WHEN
IT
South Fourthestreet.
BREWED
NOT DRINK THE BEST BEER
The detective claims the darky the owners of the steamboat CharlesNilo Harry McCartney, the packing
WHY NOT HAVE A
DOESN'T COST A PENNY M ORE?
!mon of Greenwood, Ind., is in the stole the wire and stuff from different ton, which is now lying in the local
RIGHT
BELVEDERE
COOL, REFRESHING DRINK OF
points down the railroad around Ful- harbor. The papers were served on
Prescriptions called for and deliv- 'city on business.
NOW?
. Mrs, J. 0. Rust, president of Bos- ton. Clinton and other places. The the defendant.
ered- to any part of the city.
Miss Smith is about sixteen years
cobel college of Nashville, Tenn., is darky shipped the material here in a
Phones No.
here for a visit to Mrs. Dr. Thomp- box that was opened at the freight of age and resides at Metropolis
Cor. 4th and Bkoadway,
son, of Jeffefson between Fifth and depot on instructions of Chief Collins, with her father and, family. She
Sixth streets, while en route home and found inside- 197 feet of copper claims that about last May Eaton
KENTUCKY.
PADUCAH,
. - . wire and.other sluff used by railroads. got her father to let. he; go to Mt..
from Arkansas..
Vernonand take the position of
Miss Ora Leigh and mother have
Scrap Charged.
stenographer in his office. She had
returned from Chicago and other
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Florence Greer and Hester Stovall, been there several weeks when she
Northern points. They were accompanied by Mks. Leigh's sister, Mrs. both colored, were arrested by Offi- charges that one day Eaton made an
A. E. Beard, of Owensboro, who will cers Potter and Gourieux last evening improper and immoral proposal to
4WD
on the charge of having a fight. The her, and she spurned him. Locking
visit here.
Mrs. Charles Q. C. Leigh returned Greer negre-s claims the other struck the door, the petition recites that he
attempted to criminally as-ault the
yesterday from visiting her son, Mr. her with a hatchet.
girl, when she sorearned on the outRobert Leigh, of Louisville.
Gone After Papers.
siders to the extent that the defendMr. P. G. Kern, of Atlanta, was
Deputy Sheriff G. A. Cox, of Lam- ant was frightened and desisted from
FOR RENT — Two furnished here yesterday en route from Mears
phie, Tenn., to Richmond. Va. He bert. Miss., has gone back home after further imposition upon the girl, who
rooms at 410 South Third street.
is superintendent of the company that requisition papers for Jabbo Smith, immediately gave up her place and reBOARDING for ladies or geode- furnisbes messenger boys to the the negro arrested here on the charge turning home, infortned her father of
:son at 714 Harrison street. New Western Union telegraph offices, and of murdering another darky by shoot- what hadi occurred.
It is claimed that Eaton came here
came here to visit Manager Elmore, ing hint over a ten cent crap game.
phone 877.
Smith refused to go back without re- yesterday to compromise the matter
of the local office.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Girardey and quisition papers and was ordered held with Captain Smith, and while in the
Any one wanting an engineer, both
electrical and steam, address A. B., Miss Carrie Warren will leave Sun- sixty days so they could be procured. city the suit was, drawn up and serday enorning for Boise, Idaho, to vis- Mr. T. P. McArthur, who came here vice gotten on him.
care this office.
The young lady is a -most popular
it Mrs. Crirardey'e aunt, Mrs. J. B. with Cox, remained in the city.
Metropolis girl who stands high and
LOST—Wednesday night, a white Brisbin. From Boise they will go to
Thieving Droppidg Off.
has many friends in this city.
French poodle. Liberal reward if re- Portland. Ore., to attend the exposiThe wholesale housebreaking preThe suit was brought for the plaintion. They will be away about five
turned tio 324 Elizabeth street.
, tiff by Lawyer James Campbell, Jr.
valent for about ten rights in the Me
seas.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms 'Lawyer George Oliver left yester- ohanicsburg and Broad street neigh- !Several days Ago the Eaton Lumborhood of the city, seems to have ber company had the Charleston,
within three blocks of Fourth and day for a trip through the South.
Mr. G. D. Palmer and daughter, dropped off at present as no reported which is owned by Captain Smith,
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-*
Gertrude, go to Lewis, N. C., today attempts or raids from that vicinity tied up under a libel suit for $500.
have been reported for some days the lumber concern claiming the boat
FOR SALE—Small second hand to visit.
Mr. WI B. Smith, die prominent now. For a while the culprits were owners owe them. The craft is still
iron safe, good condition. Price
plying their vocation thick and fast, tied`up in the local harbor, as the
Sto. At Taylor 0. Fisher's cigar Louisville banker, is in the city.
More.
'Miss Clara Purcl-ose and James visiting many places nigbely, but the owners hale not given bon -I and seTerrell went to feletropoks yesterday officers started a. vigilant search and cured her releaee.
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECthis seems to have seared off the
WANTED—Twenty non-union car and married.
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY-BONDS.
Judge David Sanders went to Echo thieves who are lying still and doing
venters. Apply bo K. D. Snell, at
WILL PRESS THEM.
Whittemore', office in Fraternity Springs, Livingston county, yester- nothing now.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
day.
Montana Will Take Her Beef Trust
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
Hungry Marauder.
Mrs. Pat Quinlan, of Terre Haute,
Cases to Highest Court.
Mrs. Sallie Thompson,hof Jackson
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia; Ind., leaves tomorrow for home afalso full blooded Jersey cows. Apply ter visitine her parents, Mr. and Mrs. between Nirrh and Tenth streets, yes
Helena, Shinto August 3.—Attorterday morning found that thieves ney General Albert Galen has filed
to T. L. Crier or myself. Mrs. L. M. W. T. Settle.
'Bloomfield.
Mess Nell Wright today goes to had broken into the rear of her home the appellants' brief in the beef-trust
Cincinnati to join a party of friends 4 the night bekre and raided the re- cases before the supreme court. The
LOST—Elk's tooth watch charm; and leave for Niagara Falls and oth- frigerator and cupboard of what there state lost the case in the lower court
EMPEROR FAVORS TRUSTEE SMITH WAITING TO
was inside for eating purposes.
gold mounting with initials F. J. D. er point..
when Judge Smith sustained the de- GERMAN
PRINCE
CHARLES
AS NORFILE BIDS FOR CIGAR
on one side, number 217 on other.
Miese: Edna Kirkham and Julia
murrer of the defendant companies
WAY'S RULER.
STORE.
The best and cheapest coal in Padu- on the ground that the law is unconFinder return to F. E. Graves and Lee lea
tomorrow for Elizabethcah is the Pittsburg Coal.
receive reward.
stitutional. Mr. Galen refers to the
town, I :.
decision of the supreme court of Illi- Failing in This He Wants to See the Plaintiff Had Withdrawn Suit of
Miss Mine Utterback yesterday
Country Become a
Creo. Rawleigh Against C. N.
water
.spaniel
dog,
LOST—One
nois, in 'which the anti-trust law in
returned from visiting Miss •Mary COTTON REPORT sl
Republic.
Roper—Dale Suit Undecided.
eleven months old; comes to call of Piles, o; Fnkon.
LEAK MATTER. that state was held unconstitutional
''Buck;" black in color. Return to
and
upon which the defendants base
thlise r.ula Reed is expected home
Copenhagen, Aug
--"If Prince
Referee E. W. Bagby in bankruptcy
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth tomorrow from the Portland exposi- Southern Man Selected on the New their case. He asserts that this deCharles
does
become
king
Nornot
expected back a night of two ago
was
street, for reward.
cision will not apply to the Montion.
Board of Statistics.
way will be a republic. Of course, I from Chatiaideoga, 14.1111., but had to
tana law.
Msa 1.,:gie Hodgkins, of Evansprefer a monarchy, and, therefore, remain on further business and has
WANTED—Yioung lady for office ville, has returned home after visitWashington,
Aug. 3.---Secretary
work such as bookkeeping and type- ing her eolith'. Miss Erorna Jones. Nefilson yesterday designated as a BRYAN TALKS ON EQUITABLE. shall hereafter support the candidacy not yet returned. Trustee Gas T.
of Prince Charles." In three words Smith, of the Brown & Shelton cigar
v.riting. Must be -good at figures.
Mr. JOhn Kingsley is in from a tnember of thc new hoard of statis'Address in own handwriting, "Book- Southern drumming trip.
ticsc of the department of agriculture Says the Affair Has Presented a Emperor William has declared him- establishment, is awaiting the refer
self on the subject of the Norwegian er's return, when he will submit the
keeper," care Register.
New Political Issue.
Miss Anna Itiof Stewart, of Cincin- P. T. Hutchinson, of the Mississippi
sueccode tt.
Dick Holland bid for the stock of
nati, will arrive today to visit Miss College of Agriculture. It is the secarrival
at
the
Danish
After
his
cigars,
etc., that were sold under or3.—Wilframe
August
Fort Wayne. Id.,
FOR SALE—A two-story
retary's intention to displace the mem
Ora Leigh.
court the kaiser appears to have be- ders of the bankrupt co.
dwelling, seven rooms, laege recepMrs. Jack Probus went to Louis- bets of the temporary board recently ham Jennings Bryan was in Fort
•
tion' ball, hbt and cold water, good ville this morning on account of the appointed as soon as he can find suit• Vs'ayne Tuesday. He said the Equita- come convinced that there is no hoed
Bernadotte
Snit Withdrawn. •
out buildings, nice yard with shade illness of relatives.
able men to fill the position,.. Mr. ble affair presented a new political of a prince of the house of
becoming king of Norway. His maIn the court of Justice Jaeas Young
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit purDr. C. V. Fort, of Louisville, is vis- Hutchinson, who is the first selection, issue. It indicated to the voters that
jesty now favors Prince Charles. of yesterday there was withdrawn the ,
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at iting in the city.
is a resident of New Orleans, where the people are being exploited by
Denmark.
suit of George Rawleigh against the
924 North Seventh street. New
Mr. C. H. Wilson has returned from he was associated with Director high financiers. Lawson had done a
King Christian and some of the Dan Singer Manufacturing company and
phone No. 6eo.
a several weeks' trip through the Stubbs, of the Louisiana experiment great deal toward exposing it, but his
N. Roper for $ap damages. The
opposition was all wrong fie said WI princes lunched with Emperor
South, where he has been in the in- station.
Tues- plaintiff asked that the action be disIn answer to a cablegram to John he was going to Europe to study fi- William on the Hohemonern
terest of his patent fuel consumer.
Friday Morning, Aug. 4, 1905day. The emperor invited Prince liar missed after trial of same had been
Mrs. L. D Sanders went to Smith- Hyde, former chief etatistican of the nancial conditions.
ald, son of Crown Prince Frederick, entered into before robe jury, and this
edisiteeseseland yesterday for a sojourn of sev- department of agriculture, urging him
to
attend the German maneuvers. Af- was done.
LAWSUIT
BY
CAUSED
to return to this country, Secretary MURDER
eral days.
luncheon the king bade farewell
ter
Roper was driving between a poet
London, Ky., Aug. 3,--News has
Mrs. Ike Peters, of Memphis. is Wilson yesterday received the followto
the
emperor,
to
leave
early
this
and
house of Rawleigh's down on
telephone
that
by
here
reached
just
ing dispatch from Mr. Hyde:
visiting Mrs. Armour Gardner.
morning.
Burnett street. when the wagon wheel
Mr. Hubert Owens, of New York, "Southport, England, August 2, Nick Garrison, a wealthy and wellPrince and Princess Charles last caught against the vide of the resi•
will arrive tomorrow to visit Miss 1905.—Returning as soon as possible. known lumber dealer, had shot and
night
paid a long visit to Emperor dence and jerked some planking off,.
—Today's weather predictions are: Louise Cox.
killed Felix Hoskins, 'hiv first cousin,
Letter."
William,
when his majesty again prom damaging the building.
Probable showers, with cloudy and
comity.
Leslie
Creek
in
Spring
near
about
Mr. Hyde left Washington
Mr. Lee Levy came yesterday from
to
support
Prince Charles for the
iced
-moderate temperature.
Owensboro to prepare to open the the time a special grand jury was con Hoskins is also a large lumber merthrone
of
Norway.
Looking Up Law.
quarrel
prominent.
The
and
chant
—Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Craft, of South establishment he starts here.
leak
vened to investigate charges oe a
trAice Barber was all of yesterdaySecond street, have a boy baby.
Mrs. Pat Henley, of Mayfield, is age in the bureau of statistics, by arose because Hoskins had sued GarTry Pittsburg and be convinced' it afternoon looking up the authoritige
which it was alleged that Edwin S. rison for an alleged debt Garrison
—This afternoon at 4 ceciock the- visiting Mks. James P. Sleeth.
is
the best you ever had.
cited him in the sun of Bud Dale
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Linn and Holmes, the former assistant statis- fled to the mountain' and made his
Ledies' Mite society of the First Bapagainst the city of Paducah, and exvisiting
information
escape.
tician, furnished advance
tist church meets with Mrs. W. E. daughter have returned from
pects to render a decision this morn-.
DESTROYED
BY
TRUST.
MILLS
of the department's figures on the
in Texas.
Covington, 717 Jefferson street.
ing. Plaintiff sues for value of bed-.
SUICIDE.
TWEED
A
OF
from
SON
broker.
cotton crop to New York
Miss Martha Taylor arrived
—Mrs. N. E. Rayburn yesterday
Middletown, Conn., August 3 — Equipment of Two Terre Haut* In- ding ruined by else city health authorWhen Mr. Hyde resigned as chief of
received word that her sister-in-law, Mayfield yesterday for a visit.
ities during the einiallpox epidemic.
dustries Sold for Junk.
Through
a return filed by an underhimself
rethe bureau 'he agreed to hold
Mrs. Louis Pee and family will
'Mrs. R. E. Stafford, died at Mayfield
se
clerk,
town
turn tomorrow from visiting at ready to aid the department of justice taker at the office of the
of fever.
SWEDEN'S
34—The
NSW
Terre Haute, Ind., August
in the isvestig-ation itt is making. He the fact became public that on July
—Joseph Turner, of Fulton, filed a Heath.
equipment of two rolling midis in
fhirs. George Flournoy is in May- took passage for Europe a few days 14, George W. Tweed, a son of the
'bankrupt's petition yesterday giving
been sold bar junk, I. Believed to Be One Favorabla an
field visiting Mrs. Gus Thomas, her later and his departure was not learn- late William M. Tweed, of New York. Terre Haute has
$45o liabilities.
Peace With Norway.
thus
ending
the
story
of two indusconvmitted
ed until he was beyond the juriedicticm known as "Boss" Tweed,
--Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Holman, of sister.
much
meant
which
in
the
pan
tries
tipper
an
from
jumping
suicide
by
are
wanted
,Mir. and Mrs. C. R. Edwards
of federal authorities, who
North Thirteenth street, have a new
Stockholm. August —A new minprosperity of the cely. One
visiting in Cecil, where they went him as a witnese before The grand veranda of the Connecticat hospital for the
baby..
where men istry W1141 formed Tuesday, with M.
a
nail
mill,
originally
was
taken
was
insane.
His
body
the
for
jury.
'—Dr. J. W. Pendley was out last yesterday.
to New York and buried in Green- earned big wages, nail feeders at one Ltindeberg as minister of state to reMrs. Newt Harris, of Mayfield, resight, after being confined several
lige being the highest paid skilled place the cabinet which yesigned last
wood cernletery.
visiting
after
yesterday
WOMAN.
turned home
AGED INDIAN
,days with malarial fever.
in the country. The wire nag' week. Count Waclitteeistee is namCoffeyville, Kas., Aug. 3.—Mrs.
--Murrell Sutherland, son of the Mrs. W. A. Berry.
the cast nail and the mill ed as Minister of Foreign Affairs*
general
York,
New
of
Short,
E.
L
Cherowill
blood
Paris,
Susan
full
Mayhew, a
Miss Louise Dumas, of
police commissioner, and Gordon
into a merchant iron and his appointment signifies that a
converted
in
InsurLife
Mutual
the
Swink, a playmate, were out about arrive next week to visit Miss Mary kee Indian, died at her home, at the solicitor for
The
other
mill bud been a mer- cornprorrise has been reached by QM
in
mill.
lawyer
noted
a
and
company
dince
Indian
the
,
creek,
in
mouth of Snow
'Thirteenth and Tennessee, when the Scott.
milk
Bolt were taken parties bedding diverse views in feee,
chant
iron
,
dead
is
corporations,
etc.,
Territory, Monday night. It is said railways,
Swink boy threw lime into the eyes
the Republic Trust company card to the Norwegian crisis and that
over
by
the
Unin
person
she
San
Francisco
was,
oldest
Allan Howard, a
the
-of the Sutherland lad, who is sufferMrs. W. C. Scofield will open her a few years ago and gradually work the new cabinet will seek a peaceful
Prominent citizens
The Swink chap money lender, declaring flight or sui- ited- States.
ing great pain.
class Sept. met and will accept woe suspended 'until the ibig company solution of th• problem which has
vocal
born
was
Honshe
alternative,
fled
to
vouch
that
for the fact
tholight the white dust in the barrel cide his only
no longer had need of the mills. The been caused is the dissolution of tlee
(hove it is said, with $too,000 belong- in 1789, which would make her tt6 a limited number of pupils. Appliwas flour.
Commercial club induced the High- two countritee
residence,
her
to
addressed
cations
carthat
she
declared
ing to others.
years old. She
company to start
ried buttermilk to Gen. Andrew Jack- 408 South Third street, will reach her, 'land Iron and Steel
Just's Barbershop.
Ei•ectric Light Notice.
an independent mill here, It being
in
Chicago.
Orleans,
in
the
Tuesday
Mich.,
son's
Ste
Marie,
Sault
camp, in New
During the time of rebuilding of
All
agreement
subsidy
stipulated
in
bilis
the
are due and payable at the
my old shop at 117 North Fourth celebrated the semi-centennial of its war of 1852. She was then a fullin that the plant should not be sold to office 04 the company, 130 South
back
will
Smith
be
Sidney
Dr.
grown
ship
canal.
woman.
great
streets I will have all my old crew at
his office over Globe Bank & Trost a trust or combine company. It is Fourth street. Current veil) be disS25 Broadway, next door to The Regbeing operated at a large capacity continued if bills are not paid on or
about August T O.
Company
Jersey
at
Works,
Darling,
of
Pa.,
Daniel
Allegheny,
The Fagan Iron
leter office All patrons are'requeeted
and in a few years las more than before August to.
fatally shot his wife and tried to kill City, valued at $100,000, were destroytio call at the latter place for work.
paid for Itself.
'PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
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Bile Capsule

13elvedere

Che Master Brew
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McPHER.SON'S
DRUG-STORE
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Ask Your Grocer
For KEVI
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR

The Standard Flour of
The World,
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